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Abstract

This thesis is mainly concerned with the problem of calculating the twist two

matrix elements contributing to deep inelastic scattering structrlre functions, using

the quark wavefunctions of the bag models of hadron structure. To this end we

review deep inelastic scattering, making extensive use of the operator product ex-

pansion, quantum chromodynamics based phenomenology, and also the theory of

bag models. Along the way we will also examine the so-called EMC effect and the

effects of non-perturbative QCD processes on the structure functions. Finally we

present a novel method of calculating structure functions in the bag model and we

examine the þroperties of the calculated structure functions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

I('uei - Opposites

Heaaen and earth are sepl,rate anil apart, but the worle they do unites

them ...they are related through theír actions. The outcome of such

separatíon is great i,ndeed!

The I Ching ot Book of Changes

J Ever since i-ts discovery ín the 1930s, there has been a great deal of

effort by physicists to understand the strong interaction. Surely one of the most

useful advances in this field has been the quark model, first introduced in the early

1960s by Gell-Mann, Ne'eman and Zweig IGN 64]. The quark model proposed that

the three 'fl.avours' of quark u, d and s formed the fundamental representation of

the group .9tl(3). Then all of the low mass hadrons rvere found to fall into low

dimensional representations of .9tl(3), the mesons being quark-antiquark pairings

while the baryons required three quarks.

Despite the discovery of the O-as predicted by SU(3) symmerry for some time

it was not clear whether quarks were real particles or a mathematical artifice. One

problem was that free quarks had never been observed, so they had to be bound very
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tightly inside the hadrons. Another major problem was states like the A++ which

would have to consist of three u quarks in the same spin and spatial state. Since the

quarks should be fermions, this state would violate Fermi statistics. To overcome

this difficulty it was proposed that quarks came in three different 'colours'. Although

this explanation was rather ad hoc, it became a great strength of the model when it

was realized that a gauge theory of colour interactions (quantum chromodynamics

or QCD) could be constructed, the symmetry group again being SU(3). It was

postulated that only 'colourless' states can exist in nature, so free quarks, which

would carry a colour charge, cannot be observed. However hadrons, being colour

singlet states, are allowed. It was (and still is) hoped that QCD would be a complete

theory of strong interactions.

In the late 1960s a series of experiments at SLAC in the U.S. provided another

puzzle. Just as large momentum transfers in scattering experiments between ai-

pha particles and gold atoms had led Rutherford to propose a point-like atomic

nucleus, large momentum transfers observed when scattering high energy electrons

from protons and neutrons led to the conclusion that point-like objects existed inside

hadrons. These results were explained by the parton model propcsed by Feynrnan

IFey 69] and others, however.in this model partons were free particles, so how

could the free partons observed be reconciled with the quark model of tightly bound

quarks? The answer came when Gross and Wilczek [GW 73] and Politzer [Pol ?3]

discovered that non-Abelian gauge theories ie. QCD had the property of 'asymptotic

freedom', that is, at high momentum transfers, or short distances, the interactions
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became weaker. Thus in high momentum transfer, or 'deep inelastic' experiments,

quarks would appear to be free particles, as was observed. In the following chapter

we will examine deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and the quark parton model (QPM)

using the powerful tool, the operator product expansion.

At around the same time a great deal of evidence was found which supported the

quark model and its sophisticated offspring QCD. The SU(2) x t/(t) gauge theory

of eiectro-weak interactions was developed, which seemed to require three colours

of quark and also predicted a ne\ry'flavour of quark, c. The spectacular discovery of

the JlÚ (a cõstate) inL97a seems to have demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt

the reality of quarks as particles.

In the early 1970s 't Hooft and others [tHo 71,4L 73] showed that gauge the-

ories like QCD were probably renormalizable, and moreover how calculations in

non-Abelian gauge theories could be made. Adler fAdler 69] used current algebra

methods to calculate the decay rate for r --+ 21, getting an ans\4/er which was in

good agreement with experiment when three colours were included., but \.vas \4/rong

by a factor of nine when colour was excluded. The strongest piece of experimental

evidence for colour is found in e* e- annihiiation, where the ratio of cross sections

/L-n o(e+e- --+ hadrons) =rú:-c( )] e; (1.1)o(e+e- -. t¿+tr-) qá.t,
is found to agree well with the predictions of QCD, but is out by a factor of three

over a very large range'of energies if coiour is left out.

Now that the quark model and QCD are well established, one could be forgiven

for thinking that the problems of the strong interaction are solved. This could not be
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further from the truth! The science of calculating hadronic properties from the QCD

Lagrangian, using a discrete spacetime lattice, is barely in its infanc¡ yet requires

huge amounts of computer power. It appears that realistic solutions involving light

quarks like z, d and s may be many years away. For this reason phenomenological

quark models have become popular in recent times. These models are constructed,

with the properties of QCD in mind, in order to reproduce the properties of hadrons.

They can then be used to make calculations of hadronic scattering or other processes.

In Chapter Five of this thesis I witi provide an introduction to the class of bag

models, in particular the successful MIT and cloudy bag (CBM) models.

The plethora of phenomenoiogical models that have sprung up has led to some

cynicism, as there does not appear to be any experimental evidence that allows us

to unambiguously choose one model above all others. \Mhile this is probably true at

low energies (with the possible exception of charge symmetry breaking) because of

the low resolution of the probes, deep inelastic scattering may yet be able to help us.

Firstly there a e some indirect tests we can apply. From measurements of the sea

distributions u, ã and s in DIS we can infer properties of the pion and kaon meson

clouds about the nucleon and also the size of the quark confinement radius. These

tests are discussed in Chapter Four, particularly in conjunction with the CBM.

We would also like to use DIS to test the valence quark distributions of models.

Unfortunately these calculations are very difficult. The final two chapters of this

thesis will review this problem and propose a novel method of calculating the quark

distributions in the two dimensional MIT bag model. Many properties of these dis-
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tributions will be studied, including thei¡ behavior in a nuclear environment. This

last point is of some importance because of the EMC effect discovered at CERN in

the early 1980s fAub* 83]. The EMC group found that the quark distributions in

a nucleon change with the atomic number of its nucleus, contrary to naive expecta-

tions. Since then an industry has grown in explaining the effect, as we will see in

Chapter Three. It has become obvious however that no unambiguous conclusions

can be drawn from analysis of the EMC efect data until the problem of relating the

quark models to the quark distributions observed is solved. Hopefully the methods

and results presented in this thesis mark some progress towards this solution.

We note that the conventions used in this thesis will, as much as possible, be

those of Bjorken and Dreil IBD 64 65].
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Chapter 2

Operator Product Expansion and
Deep Inelastic Scattering

2.L Deep Inelastic Scattering Formalism

We want to examine the process /A ----+ ItX, where / is a lepton, L is a nucleus (the

nucleon being a special case), and X is the final hadronic state which is unobserved.

As most experiments are of the type unpolarized beam on unpolarized target, we

shall ignore polarization effects, though they can be handled in a similar fashion. For

the time being we shall examine only the electromagnetic interaction between lepton

and nucleus, but the extension to the weak interaction is fairly straightforward.

To lowest order in a, the process is described by one photon exchange, for which

the invariant amplitude M is given by [BD 64 65]:

1M x u(k'þPu(k) (xlJ,(o)le) (2.1)
q2

where -/r(0) is the hadronic electromagnetic current operator. When X is not ob-

served the differential cross-section dø is given by:

do xl(zo)n 6n(p i q - px)1.A,412,
x

6
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which can be written as a product of leptonic and hadronic tensors

do x lP'Wp,

where

lt"' T, þ"'t' þ't'
2

z(lctt"k' * lc'"kt' - gt"'lc.le') (ignoring the lepton mass)

2n)a 6a (p * q - pÐ þ14"(o)lx) (xlJ"(o) lp). (2.5)

where the states are normalized

þlp,) :2po(2r)363(i _ f) (2-6)

If we note that

(2.3)

1

w¡",:i"Ð,

W"r:*l

(2.4)

and

(2r)a6a(p*q-px): IO're;þ*q-pÐ'e Q.7)

and that we can translate /j(O) to spacetime point (, we can use completeness

a4¿ e¿u'e ç1¡t (()¡,(o)lp)" (2.8)

where the subscript c on the mat¡ix element denotes 'connected'. We can represent

Wg graphicall¡ as in Fig. 2.1, with the intermediate state being the sum over ø//

hadronic states.

From Fig. 2.1 it woild appear that there is some connection between W* and.

forward, virtual Compton scattering. This is indeed the case. The product of

currents in eqn. (2.8) can be replaced by a commutator:

n
I



.Jv(O)
Jr,(E)

p

Fig 2-1 6y, ,which measures o current-current correlation
function in the terget state.

p \I



da Ê e;n'e pluJ (€), J "(o)llp).
(2.e)

because the term that has been subtracted vanishes for go > 0 (it violates energy-

momentum conservation). The amplitude for forward, virtual Compton scattering

is [IZ 80]:

Tt",: o I o^e eiq'€(plr(4(€)A(o))lp)" (2.10)

from which it can be seen that W¡", is the imaginary part of 7¡,, (when go is taken

to have an arbitrarily small positive imaginary part):

1

W¡,, : fiImTr,. (2.11)

This is often referred to as the 'optical theorem'.

It is important to note the subscript 'c' in the expressions for W* ar.d Tu,.

Connected matrix elements include only processes which cannot take place in the

vacuum ie. they exclude vacuum transitions of the form (0lJj(1)¿(0)10)(plp), so

that the current interacts with the target nucleus.

We can decompose W* and 7r, using current conservation (qpW,"r:0), into a

pair of Lorcntz invariant structure functions W1,2(71,2):

W¡"r:*l

W¡", -(s,, - Trr,(,,q')
+ fitn, - ff ø,) @, - Pf, 

ø,)w,(,, q'). (2.t2)

The structure functionsWl,2(71,2) are functions of the Lorentz invariants q2 and.

p.q: M¡u (q2 : -4EEt"io'l, u : E - E' in the rest frame of the nucleus) where

M¿ is the mass of the nucleus. Note that in the case of the weak interaction ie.
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(anti)neutrino scattering, which does not conserve parity, an extra term is allowed

in the decomposition [LP S2l -*îe4"oppoqpWs. Wt and W2 are measured exper-

imentally by comparing cross sections at fixed q2 and z, but different values of. E,

E' and 0:

ûo 4a2E'2 cos2 0f2

lr^r,q') 
+ Zwy(v,q')r^ 'l].dE'dn q4

(2.13)

Since 92 is space-like, we define Q' = -q" (Q' > 0), then the squared mass of

the final hadronic state is:

Mv - (p + q)' : M"A l2M¡u - 8' > M'o. Q.r4)

Thus the dimensionless 'scaling' variable !ÊA j Q2l2Mp must lie in the range

0 1 x¿ < 1. The term'deep inelastic'refers to the kinetic domain where Q2,, u and

My are large compared with typical hadron masses and excitation energies. Often

a uniform scaling variable is used: r : rN : Q2 f 2Mu (M = My the nucleon mass)

0 ( ø ( A to compare the structure functions of different targets.

It was suggested by Bjorken [Bjor 66 69] that in the limit Q2 --+ oo at fixed r¿

(called the Bjorken limit), the structure functions would become functions of x¡

alone:

li;yW(u,ø2): Fr(r¡)

Wp *wz(r, q') : Fr(* t)Bi Mt '\''

,ffh*"(r,,q')-: F"(r,s) (2.r5)

which was subsequently verified by experiment [Pan 68]. This phenomenon is called

tscaling'.
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It is important to note that for deep inelastic scattering in two spacetime di-

mensions the only changes needed to the expressions in this section are to replace

superscript'4' by superscript'2' it eqns. (2.2) and (2.5-2.10).

2.2 Light-Cone Behaviour

It is important to understand the distance scales in deep inelastic scattering (DIS).

To this end we shall work in the rest frame of the target nucleus and make extensive

use of light-cone coordinates. If we choose the incident virtual photon's di¡ection to

be along the negative'z-axis, then the photon's four momentum is:

g = (u,0,0, -u t+Qzlu2) (2.16)

In the Bjorken limit Q2 --¡ oo, x¡: Q2 f 2M¡u frxe{ we have Qr lr" + 0 and

8 + (u,0,0,-u - M1,ut) (2.L7)

so that in light-cone coordinates (g+ = (qo + q\ lr/Z) we have:

q --+ oo q* - -MptltÆ - -x¡p*. (2.1g)

Note that M¡x¡: Q2 f 2v, so the limiting value of q+ is independent of the mass of

the nucleus.

Now we want to examine the spacetime separation (. Since g and ( appear as

conjugate variables in the definition of W¡",, eqn.(2.9), we require q.€ : q+€- + q-€+

to be finite. Thus q- --+ oo forces €* - 0, but (- does not vanish. The commutator

in eqn. (2.9) is causal because the hadronic currents must be local, hence

€' : 2€+ t- - €i' > o. (2.19)
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But {+ -+ 0 in the Bjorken limit, thus (] must also vanish. This leaves (- the only

non-vanishing component of 4^ io the Bjorken limit, and we have the important

result that f2 + 0 in the Bjorken limit. This means that to examine the current

commutator [/j((), ¿(0)] we must look at its behaviour on the light-cone, as DIS

will be dominated by this light-cone behaviour. This wili require us to use the

operator product expansion (OPE).

We can gain some more insight into the separation { using the results of Fourier

transform theory [Light 58]. Firstly \¡¡e examine the relation between q- and €+. If

we let

i@-): I a€+"iø-e+¡qg+¡ e.20)

then if /(€+) is everywhere differentiable any number of times and well-behaved as

l€*l * oo, then ik) vanishes faster than any power of q- as q- -+ oo. However

in the case of DIS there is a singularity in the integrand definingWr,: the current

commutator vanishes when {' < 0. This corresponds to /(€+ ) in eqn. (2.20) having a

singularity at 4+ - 0. Now the behavior of /(q-) in the limit q- + oo is dominated

by the behavior of /((+) near the singularity. Using integration by parts we have,

as g- -) oo

irq-t- (å) /(o) - (i)'r'(o) * (z2r)

Thus in the limit q- --+ Ø, W¡", will be dominated by {+ = 0.

The relation between g+ and (- is more subtle. In the Bjorken limit we have

€+ * 0, d- -* 0, so W,", is given by a Fourier transform in qt : -M*l^Æ,

12



fk+), of a smooth function of €-, /(6-). However the Fourier transform is found

experimentallyto diverge ILP 82], at worst likeø-1, as Í -+ 0. InvertingtheFourier

transform and integrating by parts we have

/(€-) - *hi@:o) +... (2.22)

from which we deduce that l{- I < tfZlUr. Thus for small ø the current correlation

may well extend over large distances, l€tl < 1,f IVII, but is always on the light-cone.

2.3 The Operator Product Expansion

There is an immediate problem in considering the products of currents at light-cone

separations. In general the product A(€)B(0) of two local field operators A and B

is singular for both 6 æ 0 and (2 = 0. The root of the problem lies in the fact that

operators in local quantum field theories should be regarded as distributions, and

the product of such distributions is not well defined at the same spacetime point.

Thus the operator product expansion (OPE) has been developed to manage the

singularities of operator products.

The idea behind the OPE is that the product of two local field operators A and

B niray be expanded in terms of a complete set of linearly independent local fields

o"(€), which are regular in the relevant limit ((¡ --+ 0 or €, - 0), with c-number

coefficients C"(0 which may be singular in the limit:

,tji ,telr(o) : Ë r c!7\rc\e^,...€>,.o\");^, ..,,10) 
(2.23)

(e^*ô) n=t {B}

where it is customary and convenient to extract the factors of f¡ in the coeficients.

{B} ate all the labels that might occur in the expansion eg. Lorentz, internal sym-

13



metry etc. The operators are traceless, symmetric and of rank n in their Lorentz

structure ie. they are of spin n. The main difference between the OPE in the limits

€.r -t I and f2 --+ 0 is that only a finite number of the c-number coefficients CÍäì(0

are singular or non-vanishing in the €.r --t g limit, whereas all the CTpí€') may be

singular or non-vanishing in the €' t 0 limit.

The short-distance (€^ -* 0) OPE was introduced by Wilson ['Wil 69]and fur-

ther developed by him and Zimmerman IWZ 721. Wilson also proposed that the

expansion eqn. (2.23) could be used to find the singularity behavior of the coeffi-

cient functions. Frishman, and Brandt and Preparata [Fri 71,8P 71] showed that

the tight-cone ((2 -r 0) OPE exists by making use of the short-distance OPE. A sim-

ple example of the short-distance OPE is the time-ordered product of two massless

scalar fields.

r @@ó(0)) : a(€)/+ : /({)/(0) : (2.24)

where

^(€) (2")n
1

d4le

(2")' €' - i,e '
(2.25)

The time-ordered product is expanded as the sum of regular local operators -I and

,d(€)d(O): with the singularity only occurring in the c-number coefficients A({).

2.3.L Scale Invariance

A local operator O(0 is scale invariant if there exists a unitary operator t/(s) such

that

74
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utç"¡oçq¡u(") : "doo1"6¡ Ql6)

where ds is called the dimension of O, in mass units. Applying scale invariance

eqn.(2.26) to both sides of the light-cone OPE eqn.(2.23) we obtain

"d,.*da 
¡("C)B(g) : D 6{")16r)s((¡, .. .(¡")sd.p(n)'Àr...À'(0) (2.27)

n

where d,, is the dimension of. O(") and we have dropped the labels {B}. However if

we put € * "4 
in eqn.(2.23) we have

,a(sflA(o) : I ç@)çs2 (2)s((^, . . . {r,)O(")'"1r'"'r')(0). (2.28)
n

Now the operators O@) arc ünearly independent, so rearranging we get an expression

for the c-number coefficients C('):

ç(")þ2€2) _ 
"itn-n-il¡-aa 

g@)ç¿z) (2.29)

from which it follows that C1,,¡ is singular as f2 -+ 0 only if

dn-n1ü*dn. (2.30)

The important quantiíy d^ - n (dimension - spin) of an operator is called its 'twist'.

The 'dynamical' dimension d6 of an operator O, defined as in eqn. (2.26), will

coincide with the canonical mass dimension of O, as obtained from the Lagrangian,

for free field theories. This is easily seen in a free fermion theory where the canonical

dimensions of f({) and rá(€) are both } (in four spacetime dimensions). Now the

invariance of the action under scale transformations such as eqn. (2.26) implies that

I o^eúøu,rerú(€) : I an¿r'orç(s()ô,1a¡t/(s0

: I O"e u^rt,()s},ç¡tÞ(O where ( = s€ (2.31)
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so that 2d,,¡, : 4 - 1ie. d,t, : I.

Now when we renormalize our field theory we expect that scale invariance would

be broken, because we have introduced an arbitrary renormalization scale (usually

an arbitrary mass scale making the coupling dimensionless). However \rye can still

use scale invariance to look at the behavior of the c-number coeff.cients 6l("), but in

general the operator dimensions become non-canonical. The renormalization group

is important here, because it allows scale invariance to be realized, and predicts the

'anomalous' dimensions of the renormalized field operators.

2.3.2 Twist Two

From eqns.(2.29) and (2.30) we have that contributions to the OPE of the product

A(€)B(0) in the limit (2 + 0 come from operators O" with twist 3 ü i da,

and it is expected that the leading light-cone singularity comes from the coeffi.cient

corresponding to the operator of lowest twist (r*u^)

C((t) elo ç97?^;^-d.a-dB)/2. (2.82)

It is easy to see that twists are additive, that elementary fields have twist 1,

and hence that the minimum twist of an operator involving j elementary fields is j

[Dunne 86,W2 72,Ynd 83]. From this it follows that for an operator of given twist ¡

there are at most r elementary fields involved, and since the number of elementary

fields is limited then the number of types of operators of twist r must also be limited.

In the case of DIS we are concerned with products of the current operators -I(().

Now from our fundamental theory, QCD, lve expect that the current operators will
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be of the form tþtþ where þ is a quark field. Thus the product of current operators

has dimension 6 (in 4 spacetime dimensions). However we expect that higher twist

(, > 2) terms in the OPE wiit be suppressed at least by O(Il8') compared to twist

2 because of the extra propagators involved. We may think of twist 2 operators as

corresponding to diagrams where there is no interaction between the 'struck' quark

and the 'spectators'. Some examples of twist 2 and twist 4 operators are shown in

Fig.2.2. We can see that all the twist 4 diagrams are suppressed by O(llQ') or

O(IlQn) relative to the twist 2 diagram Fig. 2.2a. We will see that Fig. 2.2a will

correspond to the naive quark-parton model.

In QCD we have two types of operators: singlet and non-singlet. Singlet oper-

ators are invariant under a change in flavour labels ie. z er d whereas non-singlet

operators are changed under such changes in flavour labels. Obviously gluon oper-

ators are singlet operators. Thus there are three classes of operator to consider:

1. non-singlet quark operators:

OÀr?'^" : in-l 3qr"l\' D^' . . - DÀ'(1 + fr)q (2.33)

2. singlet quark operators:

O]'""t' - i"-,Sq l\, D\, ...D)"(1 + fu)q (2.34)

3. singlet gluon operators:

Oþ"'x" : i"-zgTrpø\ pÀz .. . p^^-t p\-

L7

(2.35)
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Fig 2.2 Some contributions to the Operator Product Expansion
of T¡v . Figures (a), (b), end (c) are twist 2 operators,
figures (d) and (e) are twist 4 and figure (f) is twist 6.
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where 5 symmetrizes over the Lorentz indices, and the subtraction of all trace terms

is understood. Dr is the usual covariant derivative Dx: ôs - igA¡,, and F¡", is the

gauge field strength tensor Fp, : 0rA, - 0,A, + 9lA, A,l. The 7s matrices are

only used when considering weak currents ie. (anti)neutrino scattering, or when

polarization is imporiant. It can be seen that 'non-singlet' and 'singlet'refer to the

presence and absence, respectivel¡ of the flavour generators ro.

2.3.3 Expansion of Structure Functions

To apply the light-cone OPE to the forward, virtual Compton amplitudc T* we

first decompose Tu, similarly to eqn. (2.I2)

Tu, : (grr-$PQ'¡t-t^ ^2\' q2 )-1'\ú14 )

*(#3" * "')r2(r,q2)' (2.36)

At this stage we will only consider the non-singlet contribution to Tz. Now expanding

T(J,J") and taking the Fourier transform, we have

T2*,: I / a4¿ eio.ecfr!(€r)6^, ...€¡.þloÍiÌ''.)-(0)lp)". (2.87)r1vù 
7 J

The matrix elgment in eqn.(2.37) is a problem as we have no information about

the states lp). However the matrix element does have a fairly simple general form

because O)t"'Àn is traceiess and symmetric

þloÍîà^'"'^"(0)lpl : A*L@^' "'p)') * trace terms. (2.8s)

fne aif| are called reduced matrixelements. The integral in eqn.(2.37) is now the

Fourier transform of Cj(i¿(€'?)f¡, . . .f¡. which must be proportional to q;, . . .ÇÀn:
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Io^,"on.ec#trG")4¡,'..{¡':(_LYwc#lG\.(2.39)
Now contracting the g¡, with the terms in eqn.(2.88) witl give (q.p)" : (Mu)" rrom

the non-trace terms, plus terms O(F) from the trace terms, which we neglect. The

error in neglecting these terms is of order "$. t" the limit q.2 - -æ we have the

leading behavior:

rz*, N-Ð (å)" t#¿(n\o*L, ,: -* (2.40)

where factors of 2-" are absorbed in CS¿(q2). This looks like a Taylor expansion in

(Il*), but we must remember that it is the first term in an asymptotic expansion

1n (Ilq2) as q2 -* -6,s.

The form of eqn.(2.40) is quite remarkable because the æ and q2 dependence are

separated from the matrix element dependence, which is solely in the A("). This

behavior follows directly from the form of the OPE, in which the singular light-

cone behavior appears only in the c-number coefficients, while the operators remain

regular' The form of eqn.(2.40) is quite general; the same procedure works for the

singlet operators and for the other structure functions in the decomposi tion of. T*

fDunne 86,Ynd 83,Buras 80,Pet 7g].

2.4 Dispersion Relations

Eqn.(2.a0) defines Tp as a function of complex ø which is analytic as lzl --+ oo

and has a cut -1 < r < t. Unfortunately the physical region corresponds to

0 I r ( 1 so we need to use dispersion relations to find out about the physical

structure functions.
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For simplicity we drop the Lorentz indices ftorn T* and consider the analytic

function T(r,q") at fixed 92. First we note that T(r,q') is crossing symmetric

ie. T(r,q'): T(-u,g2), which implies that only even values of n contribute to

eqn.(2.40). Furthermorc T(u,g2) has cuts along the real axis from +q2 lzM to t oo'

The right-hand cut corresponds to physical Compton scattering, and the left-hand

cut corresponds to the 'crossed' process p -+ ^l * X. The discontinuity across the

right-hand cut is:

díscT(u,q2) :2ilmT(u,q2) : 4triW(u,q2). (2.4L)

Using Cauchy's theorem on the contour in Fig. 2.3 we obtain

(2.42)

where ut is real, and the physical Compton amplitude is obtained by letting u ap-

proach the positive real axis from above, v --+ up!ie. The integral may not converge

if.W(u',q2) falls too slowly in the limit z' -+ oo. In that case rvr/e make a subtraction

between two different values of z

T(r,q') : n I]*,r*¿"' ,, _L,rrW(r',q")

T(r,q'): ?(0, q') + u, Il*,r*d/#_;\w(r"q'). (2.43)

If necessary we can make further subtractions, and the process works ilW(u'rq2) is

polynomial bounded as u' --+ oo, which we assume. Changing to more convenient

variables a:7f n: -2Mufq2 we have

T (r, q') : P*-r(r, q') * 4r^+t a,';ffi\w(,',q') (2-44)
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Fig2.3 The complex v pìene. The contour shown is used to derive
dispersion reletions.



where P--1 is a polynomial of degree m - I. Now using the fact that (1 - a2)-L :

Dna2n we have

T (r, q") : P^-r(r, q") + 4 
å, 

," 
lr* #* (r' , q')

?11,.n
oot
n

(l'") * o
1

n 1

T
Da m-l drxn-rW(*,q') (2.45)

Comparing eqn.(2.a5) with eqn.(2.40) gives

(@)çoz¡e(", : 
Iot 

d,xr^-LW(x,q2) (2.46)

where n is even. Thus the behavior of the c-number coeficients in the lighi-cone OPE

is related to the moments of the physical structure functions for DIS. At this point

we could go on to discuss the q2 dependence of the Õ@(q'), and of the structure

functions, that is introduced because of renormalization of the theory. However we

shall postpone this and look next at the quark-parton model.

2.5 The Quark-Parton Model

The Quark-Parton Model (QPM) was first introduced in the late 1960's by Bjorken

and Feynmann [Bjor 66 69,BjP 71,Fey 69]. We may regard it as a free field approx-

imation to the fuil QCD field theory. The currents J are treated as in a free field

theory, but not the states. Thus we ignore final state interactions and vertex cor-

rections (to the currents). The currents couple only to quarks or antiquarks. The

structure function W* is obtained by putting the intermediate state on-shell, with

the struck quark or antiquark and the remnants of the target appearing as separate,

physical intermediate states as shown in Fig. 2.4. As we have already noted in Sec-
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Fig 2.4 The Quark-Parton model. The struck querk and the target
remains €re both on-shell.



tion 2.3.2, terms with twist greater than 2 in the light-cone OPE are expected to be

suppressed at least by O(llQ2), so they are ignored in the QPM. In fact when QCD

is renormalized we find that terms which vanish like a power of 8'in the QPM may

only vanish like a power of iog Q' io the full theory. It is also important to keep

in mind the fact that quantities which scale in the QPM, ie. become functions of

Bjorken r alone, will be modulated by powers of log Q2 when QCD interactions are

included.

Of course ihe QPM cannot be correct: in the intermediate state the quarks

cannot be free, but must be confined by non-perturbative QCD processes. The major

assumption made is that these non-perturbative processes do not affect the dominant

terms at large Q2 , ar'd this assumption is justified by the idea of 'asymptotic freedom'

in QCD.

2.5.L Derivation of the Quark-Parton Model

In a free quark theory the currents are [Jaffe 86]

J,(€) : rþG)an,þG) Q.47)

where Q is the quark charge matrix (Q: diag(213,-113,-I13...)). The current

commutator in the definition of.W¡",, eqn. (2.9), reduces to

14g¡,,¿(o)l :,þG).t,{,þ(€),,ú(q}a,t,,þ(o)

-,þ(0)t"{,i(0), ú(Ð}A'1,,þ(€) (2.48)

with IIZ 80]
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{,/(€),,i (0)} : !r"!le(€o)6(€') + o(mzlq',) . . .1. (2-4s)
2tr ''1(oL-\r /-\

We ignore the terms in the quark masses as they generate only O(nz2 f Q2) conections

in the Bjorken limit. To simplify eqn. (2.48) we use the Dirac matrix identity IIZ 80]:

L'r(lnol' *'l'^lp'lp)

: q --6 (2.50)UþPVO I

then substituting eqns. (2.48-2.50) into the definition of. W¡"u we have

WWp, 
: fir**" I o, "*tlf,.r4o)ó(4')l

x(pl,þG)t" a"rþ(O) - ú(o)t" Q'rþG)lp)., (2.51)

where the lims¡ reminds us that our QPM assumptions are only valid as Q2 --+ oo

with fixed ¡ : q2f2Mv. Integrating by parts, we can drop the term in which

AIA€, acts on the matrix element, as this will generate factors pp or (p, both of

which are negligible with respect to qp in the Bjorken limii (the f'.t. of (p is q' lq').

Introducing light-cone coordinates and working in the target rest frame, we then

have

t"p,oeP I a¡ aE- az(t 
"íe+e-+ie-e+

x"(€++{-)ó(2d+fl-€?)

x(plúG)f Q"þ(0) - ú(0)t" Q"þG)Iù.. (2.52)

If we look at the form of S¡"pro, \r/e see that the coefficient of g¡", inW¡", will equal

half the trace of Wr,. From our decomposition of.W¡", in eqn. (2.12) this leads to

-;ww'" : 'ltl ws
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or, using the structure functions defi.ned in eqn. (2.15) and noting that 1 K.uf M¡,

Fr(*ò = 2ætFt(x.q) (2.53)

which is known as the Callen-Gross relation, and follows from the quark spin being

112 (see [Close 79] or ILP 32] for details).

\Me can use the d-function in eqn. (2.52)to do the integral over ft using t ¿'{td(&.-

2t+€-): zr, and introducing the structure function Fr(xÐ we have

F"(*¡) : ,*o o!\+ I oe.oe- eiq+e-+¿q-e+

x [d(€+)d(€-) - d(-t+)d(-€-)]

x (pl..l(€)r+ errþ(o) - ,¡(0h+ a'rþG)Þ)"1a1=ra*6 - Q.54)

where the indices p and ø must be - and * respectively as 9++ - g-- : Q.

Integrating by parts over (+ and keeping only the leading term at large q-:

w,-Ilt ,- ('* 
^h;)*,1

Fr(*.q)

" 
t d,{ ¿ie+e- þ¡úG-)t*e,,þ(o)+1t J

- ú (o)1+ a, rþ G)lp) " 
| €* =€-, =o

+ I o, eiq+c- þl,pI¡-rz",þ*(o)

+ú+ (( - ) a',þI{i)lp) 
" 

le* =c-, =o

where we have used the projection operator

I
2'

*^t*:f,{r*"")

(2.55)

(2.56)

ú+=P*rþ,P*
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To interchange the quark fi.elds in the second term of eqn. (2.56) we have used the

fact that the singularity in the product of the fields is in fact not connected, so it

can't contribute to the connected matrix element ie.

þ|û@,þG)lp)": -þ1,þ@'ú(0)lp)" (2.58)

Eqn. (2.56) is very important, and we shall make much use of it. We note first

that F2(ra) measures light-cone quark correlation functions: the frrst term measures

the amplitude to remove a quark from the target nucleus and replace it at a point

{ on the light-cone, and the second measures the amplitude to remove and replace

an antiquark.

To get to the more familiar form of the QPM we introduce a complete set of

states D" l")(rl : 1, which we insert between the quark fields. Translating ihe {-

dependence out of the quark fi.elds and integrating over {- gives

F\@o) : 'o+ "i+ #uro* 
* s+ - p*Xl @1,þ"*(0)lp)l'

+l(nlrli*(o)lp)l'Ì (2.5e)

,o+"Z(f"ø@t) + fuøþ¡)) (2.60)

where we have summed explicitly over quark flavours a, eo being ihe charge of

a quark of fl.avour ø, and the superscript A on Fz is to remind us of the target

dependence of. F2. Remembering that qt : -rAp+ ir the nucleus rest frame, the

distributions f (x¡) are written as

f "¡d(x¡) 6(p* - *¿p* - p|)lþ1,þ"*lp)l'

6(p+ - tAp+ - pl)lþ1,þI*lp)l' .fq,s(r¡)
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So f"¡¿(r¿) is the probability per unit xa to remove from the target a quark of

flavour ø with plus component of moment:um r¡p+,leaving behind a physical state

ln) with plus component of momentum pf : (1 - rA)p+' Similarly fatAþt) is the

probability to remove an antiquark of fl.avour ø, plus component of moment\7lrr 4p+ ,

leaving a physical state with pi : G - *,q)p+. Note that in our target rest frame

formulation of the QPM, p+ appears where Poo appears in the 'infinite momentum

frame' formulation.

We can also note that the distribution function f @t) is related to the forward

virtual quark-target scattering amplitude Ar,(p,k) in the Ar :0 gauge [Jaffe 83],

A,,(p,k) : I d,a( e-ik'elo7(úr6)rþ,(o))lp)". (2.62)

To obtain f (*") we take the trace of Ap,(p,,k) with 7+ and integrating over k at

^ 
a tL Inxed Æ' : rAp'l

r@¡): [ #6g,+ - *op\]rlt*A,,(p,k)1. (2.63)J l¿Tr )- 1

The distribution functions f ("t) have several important properties. Firstly, the

siate ln) in eqn. (2.61) is physical so pf ) 0, thus f ("t) must vanish for n¡ ) l.

Secondl¡ on 0 ( r¡ 11 the f @o) are manifestly positive. For ø¿ < 0 consider

,a
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Fig 2.5a The quark distribution f uncti on f"7¡(x¿ )
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Fig 2.5b The anti -quark di stribution f unction f57¡(x¡ )



eqn. (2.56)

f"u,@¿.) * I d{ "ire- þþþI+@'þ'+(0)lp)"11*=6-.=o

J'
I ae- eiq+ c- 

þ1,þ "+(o)rþi* 
(€) lp) 

" 
l6*=q-,=o4r

(using eqn.(2.58))

: -* | u- e-iq+€,- þ1,þ"+(€),þi*(0)lp)"le*=e-,=o

(€- -. -4-u.nd translating)

-faþ,(-r.q). (2.64)

So for negative r¡ the quark distribution function is determined by the antiquark

distribution for positive æ¡, and vice versa. This means that z¡ is restricted to

-1 < æ.a 11, and that measurements in the physical region 0 1 æ.¿. ( 1 determine

the distribution functions everywhere. We shali discuss this point later.

We can integrate f"p,(*¡) over all øa. Using eqn. (2.56) and r¿ : -{2q+lMo

we have

l* o*o f"¡.a,(*d) : h I oo*or- eiq+c-

" þlrþI+ G) ú'+ ( o ) lp) " I e* =e-, =o

: L*{nlrt':..(o)ú,+ (o) lp) ".

Now {i*t/ "+ 
: ft,i"+ is a conserved. current, and its expectation value is the number

of quarks of flavour a minus the number of antiquarks of fl.avour ø. Combining this

with the relation given in eqn. (2.64) and the physical limits on rA gives

(2.65)

1",
d*.q. (T"ø(ro) - f-"/A(rA)) : No/A - Na/t
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so \4¡e may interpret f"¡¡(r¡) (Íat,¿,(xr)) ut the probability per unit x¿ to find a

quark (antiquark) of flavour ø with lc* : s.ept in the nucleus ,4.:

f"¡e(*e) : dP"/tldr¿,. (2.67)

This interpretation is the real power of the QPM. A host of sum rules may be derived

immediately from this result. Probably the most important here is the 'momentum

sum rulet:

lo' 
orox,q(f,/t(x¡) - furq@o)): (kùo+ k{to)lp* (2.68)

where k|ølp* is the fraction of the p+ of the nucleus carried by quarks of flavour a.

Ifhadrons contained only quarks and antiquarks, the sum over flavours of eqn.(2.68)

would be 1. Experimentallg it is typically - 50To ILP 82], indicating that a sub-

stantial proportion of the four momentum of the nucleus is carried by glue.

2.5.2 The Operator Product Expansion and the Quark-
Parton Model

We have an expression eqn. (2.40) for the structure function Tz in terms of the

reduced matrix elements A(")

(2.6e)

where we have dropped the dependence on q2 it accordance with the assumptions

of the QPM. Now if we,set all the Lorentz indices to * in eqn. (2.38), which defines

the reduced matrix elements, we have

ffirx,): n* 

^Ð,"^(;)" 
(@)¡(n)

¡(*) - (å)" @to* *,r,.
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The trace terms have vanished as g+* : 0. The matrix elements is simply given

by all two particle irreducible insertions of the vertex çr+(k+)^-tú (i" the A+ :0

gauge, where Dp - d,r) in the virtual forward quark scattering a.mplitude .Aru(p,lc),

eqn. (2.62) (see Fig. 2.6). Thus

d4k
( /c+ )"-1 Tr[ f A r, (p, k)] (2.71)

(2")n

comparing with eqn. (2.63) for the quark distribution function we have

¡(^) - [' o* f-t f @). (2.72)
J_t

This gives the reduced mat¡ix elements in terms of the moments of the quark distri-

bution functions. Comparing with eqn. (2.46) shows that in the QPM the Õ(') are

all unity. This is not unexpected. The OPE expansion eqn. (2.a0) separated the Q2

dependence from the matrix element dependence, so in the QPM model,where l¡¡e

assume that there is no Q2 d.ependence as Q2 -e oor it is no surprise that the C(")

are trivial [Pet 79].

Now substituting eqn. (2.72) into the expansion eqn' (2.69) with C(") : 1, and

interchanging the sum and the integral we have:

¡(*) _ (i)" I

ffir,fA n ll,o*' ^t^
,, Itrd,r' f 

(æ)
/1 1\I 

- 

_ 

- 

I

\æ-ø' xIr')

{
t

n

t@)

(2.73)

To get to the physical region we analytically continue ?2, substituting r --+ r - xe

withørealand0<ø(1

#rXrl : 4rirlf (r) - /(-')1.
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Fig 2.6 Contributions ¡s 4(n) equati on (2.7O)
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Finally we take the imaginary part of. T2 to obtain the structure function .F2,

Fr(r):rlf(x)-f?*)l 0<r(1 (2.75)

which, when we use the relation between the quark and antiquark distribution func-

tions eqn. (2.64), is the same as obtained earlier.

It is important to note that the QPM emerges by choice. In the expression

eqn. (2.61)

f @): #+6@* - 
tp+ - p|)lþ!,þ+lp)l' Q'76)

the matrix element is not connected. This means that the partially connected terms

shown in Figs. 2.7b-d can contribute to /(ø) for x 10. Similarly for

1

f (,) : -æÐ rþ* * xp+ - p*)l þ|,þIlp)l' Q.77)

the partially connected terms shown in Figs. 2.8b-d can contribute for ø ) 0. The

QPM follows from choosing Fig. 2.7a lor r ) 0 and Fig. 2;'8a for r ( 0 fJaffe 83].

Making this choice means that we are ignoring diagrams which include strong

interaction vertices, and we are keeping only the diagrams in which the struck quark

or antiquark appears to be free, that is, unaffected by strong interactions. This now

means that we can approximate the current and quark operators by free operators,

which gives the QPM.

2.6 Renormalization and Q' D"pendence

In an interacting field.theory, as opposed to a free theory such as the QPM, the

measured structure functions .Fr and F2, aîd hence the quark distribution functions
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/,, must depend oî 82 as well as r. We do not yet know how to rigorously predict

Fr(æ,Q') ut fixed Q2 for ahadronic target, as it must depend strongly on the non-

perturbative processes which confine the quarks. However perturbative QCD will

enable us to predict the Q2 dependence of Fr(r,Q2), 
"o 

that given Fr(*,,Q1), where

Qf is reasonably large, r¡/e car predict Fz(r,Q2) for all Q2 greater than - 1GeV2'

Intuitively rrye can see that by increasiî1Q2, the virtual photon (or W or Z boson)

can probe the structure of the hadronic target at smaller distances. This means that

rvr¡e can resolve a quark into a quark plus a gluon, or quark plus quark-antiquark pair.

This approach was adopted by Altarelli and Parisi IAP 77], and a similar approach

using Weizsäcker-Williams kinetics has been explored by Jaffe [Jaffe 86]. However

with the power of the OPE at our disposal, we shall adopt a more formal approach.

To renormalize our field theory (QCD), we must introduce an arbitrary mass scale

p,2, b:ut this will destroy the exact scale invariance we have previously exploited in

section 2.3. However the very arbitrariness of our renormalization scale leads to the

renormalization group equations, which play the rôle of dimensional analysis of the

operators. By introducing the concept of 'anomalous' dimensions of the operators

and using the renormalization group equations, v/e can restore scale invariance, and

find the Ç2 dependence of the coeficient functions in the OPE.

Using eqn. (2.46) let us define the moments of the structure function F2:

twl") (Q') (2.78)

c[") G' I p' , ùþlo(ù (t\lp)" (2.7e)

where we have made explicit the dependence of the operators on the renormalization

lot 
o* x'-2 Fr(x,e2)

tnJ¡



scale ¡.r,2 , and the coefficient functions are calculated as a perturbation series in the

coupling g. We are justifi.ed in the use of a perturbation series because at large Q2 the

coupling g becomes small-asymptotic freedom. We shall firstly consider non-singlet

operators. These operators are multiplicatively renormalizable ie. O*Lþ"^or^) :

Z0r)Otr)rf.nrenortn). Now the moments are physically measurable, so they must be

independent of the renormalization scale ¡^l ie.

a
11 atl

m[!,çq'¡ : o (2.80)

or

þtofl),tùt fic*, * ct\,rftþloiüÀþ) : o. (2.81)

We now define the anomalous dimensions of Ojfr|, a"ttoted ffi

,&o*Ir,enorm)= rßo1üà (renorrn) Q'82)

and the 'Callen-Symanzik' function B(9) = ¡r(ag¡ap¡. Substituting these into

eqn. (2.81) gives us the renormalization group equation for the coeff.cient functions:

(r*+ p@&+ rßral) c[?,(q'lt2,s) :0. (2.83)

B',* p,(010p): -2q2(ôlðq'), so solving eqn.(2.83) gives:

C[?,G' I t ?, s) : c[? 
"G' 

: ttr2, g (q')) ."nll 
rl*",r',O't/rÍ{r'l

This solution is exact, but to make use of it we require perturbation expansions of

þ(g),19tr(9) and C[?rk': þ2,9). These are available, and to leading order yield

(2.84)
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[Buras 80]:

þ(s) :

tßtnl

c[?,0,g)

g@')
L612

Bslos(Q2ll\2)

-P"* +o(gu)
rolf '

: ,#';'# + o(gn)

c[!"e,0){1 + cj?J')(r, o)# + o(gn)}

(2.85)

(2.86)

(2.87)

(2.88)

(2.8e)

where

33
1

3

8

3

þo: 2n¡) (r¡ : number of flavours)

c[?,k'lp2,s) : cjp"1r, o¡

(2.e0)

L2 : ¡r2 exp[-16 "' I þog(t\] (2.91)

u"a Cjpr1l,0) is the free fi.eld value and is a constant.

Combining these leading order expansions, we have the leading order behavior

of the coefficient function

g0t')
s(Q',)

-,.¡(n)*¡IS

(2.e2)

where

^.(")(o)¿tr|=ffi (2.e3)

We can now derive an expression for the Q2 depend.ence of the moments MIP,,

remembering that the matrix elements in eqn. (2.79) have no Q2 dependence

lrn(e,l/r2)l
lt"@iøl

,l n)
-dìvs

(2.e4)MÍ?,rq\: u[?,@',)
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Comparing this with eqn.(2.72), we see that QCD predicts logarithmic scaling vio-

lations in comparison to the naive expectations of the QPM'

For the singlet operators we have the complication that the fermion (quark) and

gluon operators mix under renormalization ie.

los(,"no,*)1:l 
o'l - I z" zrcfl o'1

= ló; )¡"no,^¡: l;:i ;:Z )1"": l(unrenorm)' 
(2'e5)

However the same principles apply as in the non-singlet case, but with more com-

plicated manipulations and notations. We again obtain a logarithmic dependence

of the moments on Q2:

g(n)

IMY@')I:lMP(eïl
ln(Q'?lL2) (2.e6)
In(Q'zol/r2)

n(n)- 16 l#.¿tr| +ffi ID(")-ffi1 Mo ""=,?n,stdÐ+1,+ifu*,, -Di=zïl I (2e7)

Scaling violations have been seen experimentally (see Fig. 2.9), and have been

shown to be consistent with leading order QCD fits. We do not yet have complete

predictive pov¡er of the structure functions because of the dependence on the QCD

scale parameter Ä.. Most fits to the data use a value of A in the range 100-500 MeV,

with more recent data and fits favoring a value at the lower end of this range.

As mentioned earlier, leading order QCD evolution works fairly well for Q2

greater than -1 GeV2. The reason we cannot go to momentum transfers less than

this is thai O(1/Q2) effects, of which there are many,come into play. The OPE

(eqn. (2.40)) *" have been using applies only to twist 2 operators, and we have also

ignored terms of O(M2lQ2) which will obviously be important at low Q2. There
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have been numerous calculations of higher twist effects and of mass effects to which

the interested reader may refer IEFP 82 83,SV 81,JS 82,Jaffe 83]'

2.7 Sum Rules

As we have noted in Section 2.5,the QPM interpretation of the quark distribution

functions /(r) as a probabiiity function to find a quark with plus component of

momentum k* : xp* in the target nucleus, leads us to sum rules for the distribution

functions. We would like to carry this successful interpretation over to our more

sophisticated QCD-based model.

The three different types of operator in the light-cone oPE (eqns. (2.31)-(2.33))

can be interpreted as contributions from 'valence' and 'sea' quarks and from gluons.

The non-singlet operators represent flavour-changing interactions (ie. electro-weak)

because of the presence of the flavour generators ro. Quarks interacting this way will

carry the (fl.avour) quantum numbers of the target and are called 'valence' quarks.

The singlet operators represent non-flavour changing interactions (ie. strong), the

quark operators representing the strong interactions of ail quarks and antiquarks,

while the gluon operators represent the gluon interactions in the QCD theory.

Take the first moment of. F2:

I
da Fî(*,,Q')r:1"M;')o

D"7 Io' 
o* (f"t¡m¿,) * fa¡e(xd)) in the QPM

d,

le!(N"¡a * Narq) (2. e8)

Now for the non-singlet contribution to this moment, the anomalous dimenrio" /r]|
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vanishes (this is an example of the general result that the anomalous dimensions of

a conserved operator vanish), so that the number of valence quarks (antiquarks) is

independent of. Q2 . So we do have a basis for carrying over the QPM interpretation of

the quark structure functions to our generalized model. This interpretation allows

the number of sea quarks and gluons to vary with Q2 (as the singlet anomalous

dimension matrix D(1) does not vanish), but we have a good intuitive understanding

of the mechanisms responsible for this variation: gluon bremmstrahlung and pair

creation (see Fig. 2.10).

Let us now examine the distribution functions for the proton and neutron, and

for the isospin averaged nucleon. By isospin symmetry we have

up@,Q2) = f'¡o(*,Q\: fa¡^(æ,,Q2¡,

do@,Q") = fa¡o(x,Q\: f,¡,(*,Q'),

uo@,Q\ = fo¡r(r,Q'): fr¡^@,Q')

ãr@,Q\ = Ta¡o@,Q\ : fa¡^(r,Q2)

"r@,Q\ = f ,¡p(r,Q\: l,¡n(r,Q\ = fr¡o(*.,Q\: fs¡^(r,Q2) (2.99)

and for the nucleon we have

f,¡x(x,Q') : fa¡x(*,Q\ : fv@,Q\ + fs@,qz¡

Ír¡N(r,Q'): f t¡N@,Q\ : fs@,q27. (2.100)

For the heavier quarks we typically assume

f"¡N(r,Q2¡ : fu¡w(*,8\S fs@,qz¡

f .¡N(x,Q2¡ : fu/¡,t(*,Q\ = 0. (2.101)
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responsible for the dependence of the structure
functions on Q2



We can express the measured structure functions in terms of the quark distribution

functions and the quark charges

Fío(*,e\ _ [l+{",{r,g\ + ao@,e1)

+.dr(*, Q') + ãr@, Q') * sp(x, Q\ + sr(", Q\l

Fí"(*,Q\ : 
f,l+{aol*,Q\ + ão@,Q\)

*up(r,Q1+ ûr@,Q") * sp(a,]') + sr(*,Q\l

Fío(",Q') : FI"@,Q') : xldo(x,Q\ + úo(*,Q\ + "o@,Q\l

Fí"(*,Q\ : Fl'@,Q'): xfur(n,Q\ + ão@,Q\ i so@,Qz)l

xF{p(x,Q2) : xF!"(u,Q\ : nldo@,Q\ - úoþ,Q")l

æF{"(t,,Q2) _ æF!e(n,Q\: aluo(a,Q\ - do@,Q')l (2.102)

where for weak interactions we have ignored the Cabbibo angle (sin ds - 0.05) and

the heavier quarks. Thus we can derive sum rules which are approximately verified

by experiment [LP 82]:-

Baryon number

lot 
o*ll'te+ f¿le* f"/o- rrlo- rrø- rs1,):3, (2.103)

the Adler sum rule

and the Gross - Llewellyn-Smith sum rule

lFlo - Fi,l: 
lo' 

o* lrl" - Fí^l: r,
Ã

Jo 
o"

1
(2.104)

Io' 
o* LFío + Fí"1: J.
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A particularly interesting relation is the Nachtmann inequality:

1 F.""lc)- < -'==\*! < 4. (2.106)
, j ñei/ \ 

-+ rz'ln)

The experimental data shows that for large ø the ratio is close to I which suggests

that at large ø the momentum of the proton is being carried mainly by u quarks ie.

f,/, Þ fa¡o u" x --+ I. For small r the ratio is close to unity which suggests that the

valence qua,rks are of lesser importance, and the symmetric sea dominates. In fact

as o -+ 0 we find experimentally that fv@) -- J6 and /5(r) --+ !.

Finally we have a relation between the electromagnetic and weak structure func-

tions for the nucleon:

-5
18

(2.107)pí* @, Q') pí* @,Q')

where we have ignored the strange quarks. This relation is well verified in scattering

from deuterium, where only a small nuclear effect is expected. With the aid of this

relation we can compare EFi;* and øf|tr (see Fig. 2.11). For ø > 0.3 they are

approximately equal, implying that valence quarks dominate in this region.

It is possible to summarize the known momentum distributions within the nu-

cleon, at Q2 æ 5GeV2 [Eis 82].

+ I,' 
d,a lf.(r) + ra@)l N 46%

+ I"' 
d,r lf"(x) - r"@)l N s6%

i I,' o,lr,6¡ + t;-)l N 2%

lo' 
a, ¡uç*¡ È r%.

(2.108)

(2.10e)

(2.110)
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Thus we have that valence quarks carry slightly more than a third of the nucleon's

momentum, with a little more than a half carried by the gluons and about 10%

carried by the sea. The sea breaks SU(3) flavour symmetry, with about four times

as many non-strange as strange quarks. This is probably because of the higher mass

of the strange quark.
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Chapter 3

The E.M.C. Effect

3.1- Introduction

Prior to 1982 it was generally thought that the structure functions of different nuclei

lryere more or less the same up to any Fermi motion corrections. That is, the nucleons

in a nucleus were believed to contribute incoherently to the scattering cross-section'

However the first experimental test of this assumption, by the European Muon

Collaboration [Aub* 83] (EMC), showed it to be quite wrong. The EMC group

compared the structure function s iFN@) for d.euterium and iron (z : qz¡iM*u),

and found that for ¿ < 0.3 the structure function of iron was enhanced relative to

deuterium, and for 0.3 < r < 0.7 it was depleted. As the deuterium nucleus has

a low density, its nucleons are almost free, and so the EMC e ect is interpreted as

a marked change in the structure functions of nucleons in nuclei which is brought

about by the nuclear environment. Given the wide range of Q' at which the data in

the various experiments have been taken (3 < 8'< 200GeV2), and the absence of

almost arry Q2 dependence (within experimental errors), the EMC effect is almost

certainly not a higher twist effect.
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The EMC effect has caused much excitement among nuclear and particle physi-

cists. The reason for the excitement is that analysis of the EMC effect may provide

answers to many questions about the properties of nuclear matter and nuclear forces,

and to what degree QCD degrees of freedom are involved in the nucleus. Many peo-

ple believe that the EMC effect stems from quark and gluonic degrees of freedom in

the nucleus, and several explanations and models of the effect have been proposed

along these lines.

\Me may summarize the experimental information which has been gathered over

the past few years from charged lepton experiments [Aub* 83,Arnf 84,Bari+ 85],

[Aub* 37]. At very low x (x < 0.05) there is a depletion of the structure function of

the nucleus relative to the free nucleon structure function. This depletion is highly

A dependent and is probably due to 'shadowing'. In the range 0.05 < z < 0'3

the structure function of the nucleus is enhanced, with the maximum enhancement

being - L\To at a æ 0.1, and the magnitude of the enhancement increasing with

A. For 0,3 1 x 1 0.8 the structure function of the nucleus is again depleted, the

maximum effect being at x x 0.65 and increasing like log A. Finally at higher r the

structure function of the nucleus is enhanced, at least in part because of the Fermi

motion of the nucleons.This information is summarized in Fig. 3.1.

From the above information we can make a simple parton model analysis. Firstly,

because the 'sea' quark distribution is negligible for ø > 0.35, the depletion in the

region 0.3 < r < 0.8 means that the valence quark distributions in nuclei are shifted

to lower r. Secondly, the enhancement in the region 0.05 < u < 0.3 corresponds to a
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small increase in the number of sea quark pairs. Thus there is an overall shift in the

quark distributions to lower r. QCD tells us that changing the quark distributions

will affect the gluon distribution. This appears to be confirmed by JIV production.

The EMC group found that the cross-section per nucleon lor JlÚ production was

much larger for iron than deuterium [Aub+ 85], which implies an enhanced gluon

distribution. Unfortunately the statistics were too low to make any conclusion about

the c and A dependence of this enhancement.

In Section 2.2we saw that l€tl < llMx in the lab frame, where (3 is the spatial

separation of the quark fields in the correlation function defining Wr". Thts a shift

of the quark distributions to lower ø implies longer range quark correlations in the

ground state of the nucleus. This is the starting point for most explanations of

the EMC effect, that the effect measures an increased quark light-cone correlation

length in nuclei as compared with free nucleons. One reason for this increased

correlation length arises quite naturally if we regard quark/nuclear matter to be at

zero temperature, but having a phase transition at some critical density p". For

densities below pcr guarks are confined in nucleons, but above pc we have a more

or less degenerate quark gas. Support for this picture comes from QCD where it

is known that the theory becomes asymptotically free at large chemical potential

[Ynd 83], which is equivalent to high density. If we take the free nucleon to be the

zero density limit of quark matter, then as we combine nucleons in a nucleus the

mean density will increase, as the surface to volume ratio decreases. This increase

in density will lead to an increase in quark correlation lengths as a prelude to a
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deconfining phase transition, where the correlation lengths will be very large.

3.2 Rescalittg

Rescaling models explain the EMC effect by using QCD evolution to change the

momentum transfer scale of the parton distributions in a nucleus. These models

stem from the observation by Close, Roberts and Ross [CRR 83] that, in the range

0.2 < x < 0.7, the structure functions of a nucleus A at a scale Q2 is similar to that

of a nucleon at a higher scale (¡¡¿Q2:

Fî(r,Q\: P{(*,,(N¿,Q\ @1 : Ir:, (3.1)

The authors called this effect 'dynamical rescaling'.

Eqn.(3.1) by itself does not constitute a model, it is merely a phenomenological

observation. A model must be able to predict the rescaling parameter {;y¿, using a

method that has a sound physical basis. If dynamical rescaling holds, then there are

immediate implications from QCD. Consider the moments of the structure function

per nucleon

ulùo(Q'o) : 
loo 

d,r r^-2 F{(r,e'o). (g.2)

Then dynamical rescaling implies

u[ùo(Q'o): u[")o(€*"Q'o) (3.3)

which can be trivially satisfied if dru¿ is n-dependent. However the observation that

6¡¡¿ is independent of r in the range 0.2 < x < 0.7 means thai €,v¿ is more or less

independent of n for n in the range 1 to 4.
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If we consider the non-singlet moments of the structure functions for a nucleus

A and a nucleon ly', we have, from eqn. (2.9\:

u#tro@'):lmfor'rn^ro, (34)

where

(3 5)

is the QCD running coupling constant. For a nucleon at the two scales €¡r¿(83) and

€¡t¡(Q2) we have the relation between the moments:

M#l* G*"(Q\Q') : 4*
M#)* G*o@3)A"'). (8.6)

Now we use eqn.(3.3) to eliminate the moments

o"(e\: w#m

(3.7)

To lowest order in o",

o;'(tQ\: *loe( + a;t(e\, (3.8)

which gives an expression for {¡¡a(Q2) to lowest order:

€u,(Q2) : (eto o(e'o))"'rol t "'(Q") . (3.e)

The extension to next order is given by Close, Roberts, Ross and Jaffe [CJRR 8b].

For Q2 > Q3*. have a"(Çrò1""(er) > l and

r<€N¡(Q'ò<€*o(Q')
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This implies that a small change in the scale at low Qf can be magnified into a large

change at large Q2.

The use of leading order QCD and leading twist means that this analysis of

dynamical rescaling is valid only over a limited range of ø, usually estimated to

be 0.2 < x < 0.7. Also we have only analysed non-singlet moments, whereas the

experimental results are mostly for F2(z) (because of the predominant use of charged

lepton probes), which is dominated by non-singlet (ie. valence) distributions only

for ¿ ) 0.3. To test these non-singlet predictions in the low u region requires data

on r-F3(z) from (anti)neutrino scattering experiments. However there is very little

of this data available at present.

A particular point to note is that dynamical rescaling models should predict

where the EMC ratio passes through unity in the region of x :0.3. This is because

(dld(logQ'))Fr(",Q2) has a zero IBK 79] near o :0.2. The various models gener-

ally predict that the EMC ratio is unity somewhere between r : 0.2 and ø : 0.3.

Thus if an experiment could find precisely where the EMC ratio is unity it would

help us to choose between the various models.

It is quite natural to interpret dynamical rescaling as originating in the dynamics

at low Q2, the regime appropriate to confinement. Then some small change in the

scale at low Q2 will lead to the large rescaling effect seen at high Q2. We need to be

careful here. In the confinement regime higher order QCD and higher twists become

very important, and the effects on these operators of a change in scale are poorly

understood. Typically, higher order corrections to eqn.(3.8) contain factors of logn,
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which makes perturbation theory worse for large n. This is the reason rescaling fails

at large ø, as the large n moments probe the large r region.

At this stage we will confine our attention to two of the successful dynamical

rescaling models: rescaling based on a change of length scales in nuclei, which is the

model of Close, Roberts, Ross and Jaffe (CRRJ) ICJRR 85,JCRR 85], and rescaling

based on a change of mass scales in nuclei, which is the 'Off Sheli' model of Dunne

and Thomas (DT) IDT 85,DT 86,Dunne 86].

3.2.L The CRRJ Model

From Sections 2.7 arLd 2.8, we can postulate that there exists a mass scale pfr,

at which, approximately, the nucleon consists only of valence quarks (ie. there is

no gluon bremmstrahlung or pair production). CRRJ estimate this scale to be

þ2tt N 0.7GeV2. The CRRJ hypothesis is that a nucleon in a nucleus has a shifted

mass scale ¡l]

pi (3.11)

and that these mass scales ¡.r,2¡ and p,2* are related to some characteristic length scales

À¿ and À,¡y:

p2l,t

P,A

: €*t(Pk)(*)
t

(3.12)

Now, from the data we require ewr"(Q2 : 20GeY2) - 2.0, and using eqn.(3.9) we

find {7y¡"(Q' : tfw) = 1.3 or (Àr"/Àru) - 1.15. Thus an increase of - LSTo in the

length scale of the twist-two matrix elements for iron can explain the EMC effect.
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This model is rather natural from the point of view of the MIT bag model

[Cho+ 7a]. For massless quarks the only dimensionful parameter is B, the bag

constant. When the confinement radius of the bag, À, changes, the momentum

carried by a quark, p, also changes, such that the dimensionless quantity pÀ is

always constant. The intrinsic scale ¡^12 is then proportional Lo p2, and there is

no other scale in the problem. This heuristically explains why the rescaling is n

independent.

There is some concern about these dimensional arguments. The bag model scales

exactly, whereas we must have scaling violations in any QCD based theory. These

scaling violations are a direct consequence of renormalization which entails different

ideas of dimensionality (see Section 2.3), thus the naive dimensional argument we

have used above to connect the bag model to QCD must be used with some caution.

Without a satisfactory QCD theory of confinement we cannot get much closer to a

full understanding of this rescaling model.

To model the A dependence of the EMC effect, CRRJ derived the ratio (À¿/À,v)

from a simple model of partial deconfinement. When two nucleons in a nucleus

overlap it was assumed that their quarks were free to propagate over the combined

volume of the two overlapping nucleons. Then from a given two-nucleon correla-

tion function, and from nuclear density functions, it was possible to calculate the

overiapping volume per nucleon and hence the ratio ()r/)r). This procedure is

discussed in detail in the papers by CRRJ.

The important parameters in this model are discussed below:-
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1- The choice of correlation function, .f(r). CRRJ used three correlation func-

tions: a) no correlation (/(r) : t); b) Fermi gas correlation; c) Reid soft core

correlation. The last two give similarvalues of (l¿/À¡y), thefirst gives slightly

Iarger values. The effect of neglecting 3 (or more) nucleon overlap is small,

especially in the case of the soft core correlation.

2. The rms radius of the nucleon, ø,-". CRRJ used ø'-" : 0.9 fm, which is a

bit larger than some recent determinations. However they based this value on

the measured rms charge radius of the proton, which includes effects from the

pionic cloud of the proton, and is not a reliable estimate of the confinement

radius. Taking this effect into account would lower (l¿/l,u).

3. The scale, ¡,r,\. This scale is determined by examining the ratio of moments

- 1+ Ylog Q'_;
p^

-L/d.*I
(3.13)

where, to leading order, Y is independent of r¿ and given by

Y : LlIog(tl2^ll\2) (3.14)

Plotting the lefthand side of eqn.(3.13) against loe(Q'), we get unity when

Q' - tt"o. CRRJ do this for n : 4,5,6 and average to obtain þ2F. :0.50 +

0.11GeV2, which corresponds to ¡.r,2¡¡: 0.66 t 0.14GeV2. We note that this

method depends on the free nucleon moments which have been evaluated by

Jaffe and Ross [JR S0] in an approximation to the MIT bag model. This
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calculation by Jafe and Ross will be re-examined later in this thesis using a

different method of calculating the nucleon moments from the bag model.

4. The QCD scale parameter, Ä.. CRRJ use À - 250 MeV and point out that

variations in À do not greatly affect the values or *vt(Q2) obtained from

(À¿/)ru). However the procedure for finding p,2o ís r'ot independent of the the

value of Ä, because the combination of .4. arrd y,2o has to give the correct slope.

There is a great deal of uncertainty both in using perturbative QCD and in

determining the bag model moments, probably too much for us to apply a

consistency relation between lt an'd ¡-P¿-

The CRRJ mod.el has been very successful in its agreement with experimental

data for most A, particularly in the range 0.2 < n <0.7. For ø > 0.7 a naive Fermi

smearing has been attempted IBBM 86], but this leads to an over-correction. This is

a problem but can probably be rectified. The medium ø depletion of the structure

functions of nuclei is well reproduced, with the depletion becoming slightly more

pronounced as Q2 increases. There is a small enhancement at low u, which actually

diminishes as Q2 increases. This is because the sea quark distributions a e becoming

more important but they only evolve logarithmically, so that although €¡u¿(8') it

increasing the ratio of distributions does not.

3.2.2 The 'Off Shell' Model

The 'off shell' model of Dunne and Thomas (DT) uses a different physical basis to

explain the EMC effect via rescaling. As might be guessed from the name, the off
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shell model rescales the QCD moments on the squared four momentum of the off

mass shell nucleons in a nucleus. The off shell model also includes a modification

of the usual Fermi averaging procedure to take into account off mass shell effects.

This Fermi averaging procedure is similar to that of Akulinichev, Shlomo, Kulagin

and Vagradov [Akuf 85a,85b].

The hypothesis of DT is that the mass scales p,2o and p,2* are the invariant masses

respectively of an off shell nucleon in nucleus A, and a free nucleon. The rescaling

parameter is then given by

^ r¡rfu\ o"(p2ì/o.(e2, 
: ( W\o"1k2^)/o"(e2)€¡v,q.(Q\:lr+) :l'#l (3.15)\t'i) - \n'^ )

where k¿ is the four momentum of the struck nucleon in nucleus A.

We can obtain the nuclear structure function by integrating the nucleon struc-

ture function times some momentum probability distributioo p(k2) over the three

momentum Ë¿. How"ver the nucleon structure function is evaluated not at ø but at

a p.q
(tF

Thus we obtain

0<xp<A (3.16)

(3.17)

where p(kt) is the momentum probability distribution which may be obtained from

particular nuclear models. Defining

lco * lcs

Fî("): I o"r p(k )F{ (ffi)

v M¿
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rî@): 
I,o ø rørr (;)

The functio" /(y) is given for off shell nucleons by

Í(ù :2trMt 
lå^n.*f),Mtud,z zp(22 i (M¡vv - ko)')

eqn.(3.17) becomes

P*(",Q'):Dr

(3.1e)

(3.24)

(3.20)

where

a2+ + (3.21)a-
2M¿.a

The form of eqn.(3.19) leads to the interpretation of /(y) .t the momentum fraction

distribution of nucleons in the nucleus. The consistency conditions on /(9) are:

I o, ¡fr¡ : A Q.zz)

I dy a¡@ : 1. (3.28)

We may now combine the Fermi averaging with the rescaling (eqn.(3.15)), and

summing explicitly over the nucleon states gives

t: dv ro@)F{ (f,, {*o,(Q\Q')
7

where

f¿@) : w, .f a" 
"po(r' * @Mw - M,)') (3.25)

ni : occupation number of state i

M¿ : ,R :mass of bound nucleon in state i

and .14 is a normalization constant which imposes the conditions eqns. (3.22,3.23)

o" fn(y).
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DT use the harmonic oscillator shell model to find the momentum distributions

pi(k2) and hence the fi(y). They also use this model to find the masses M¿ from the

available data on separation energies [BJ 77,Neg 70,JM 73].

Many of the provisos and cautions about rescaling models outlined earlier still

apply to the off shell model. Whilst the effects of rescaling are valid only in the

range 0.2 < x < 0.7, the inclusion of Fermi effects allows us to look at the EMC

effect at even higher ø. We note also that the rescaling effect is smaller in the off

shell model than in the CRRJ model, firstly because the change in scale between a

free nucleon and a bound nucleon in a nucleus is much smaller (5% vs. 25%), and

also because the change in scale is mad.e at a higher scale (0.9 GeV2 vs. 0.5 GeV2).

One important thing to note about the off shell model is DT's treatment of the

deuteron. Not only is the struck nucleon in the deuteron off shell because of binding,

but there is also a significant effect from the recoil of the spectator nucleon, which

is on sheli. This recoil effect is negligible in heavier nuclei, but DT claim that it is

important for light nuclei. The average squared 3-momenturn ((ã'?)¡ of a nucleon

in deuterium is about 0.01 GeV2. Dividing this by twice the nucleon mass gives

the average kinetic energy, which is 5.3 MeV. This kinetic energy pushes the struck

nucleon further away from the mass shell. Including the binding energy, the total

effect for deuterium is 7.5 MeV.

The important parameters in the off shell model are:-

1. The QCD scale parameter, 
^. 

DT used ¡\, : 300 MeV, and as in the CRRJ

model, variations in A of up to 100 MeV do not greatly affect the values of
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€wo(Q'). The fact that the off shell model rescales at higher Q2 than the

CRRJ model also weakens the z\' dependence.

2. The invariant masses of the bound nucleons, M¿, ar.d the harmonic oscillator

well depths hu. These were fitted using published data for the separation

energies in various nuclei. This data is mostly for protons, which are less

tightty bound than neutrons. DT used the same binding energies for both

neutrons and protons. Later work estimated that the neutrons \ryere bound 5-

10 MeV tighter than protons , but did not give significantly different results.

To find the normalization constants ll,, DT applied the fi.rst consistency condi-

tion eqn.(3.22). However checking these in the second condition, eqn(3.23) yields

¡A M¿

J" da af;@): -** .t. (3.26)

Thus the nucleons do not carry all the momentum of the nucleus. As this results

from binding effects, it is tempting to think that the 'missing' momentum is carried

by pions and other hadrons in the nucleus. One might then make a link between a

rescaling model and so-called 'convolution'models of the EMC effect ILIS 83,8T 83,

BCW 84] which explicitly include pionic and other degrees of freedom in the nucleus.

However these connections are somewhat speculative at this stage.

The off shell model agrees fairly well with the data in the range 0.2 < r < 0.85,

the upper limit being close to the upper limit of the data. It also reproduces the

A dependence fairly well. It has very similar Q2 dependence to that of the CRRJ

model.
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The off shell Fermi averaging is at least as important as the rescaling in the off

shell model. This is very different to the results of Bodek and Ritchie IBR 81] who

used an on shell treatment. Thus nuclear properties are manifesting themselves in

DIS, contrary to our naive expectations in applying a rescaling model.

We do not observe increased quark co¡relation lengths in the off shell model.

Dunne, Thomas and Bickerstaff [DT 86,Dunne 86,8T 87a] have criticized the in-

terpretation of the EMC effect as an increase in quark correlation lengths, as this

interpretation is based on an equal-time correlation function rather than a light-

cone correlation function. Instead the softening of the valence quark distribution

at medium Í occurs because the scaling variable we have used is not the correct

one. For a bound nucleon the correct scaling variable, ie. the momentum fraction

carried by the struck quark, is approximately r(M¡¡lM;) > x. This is easily seen

by approximating /(y) by a sharp distribution peaked about A: M¡llVIw, then we

have

Fî(,,e\ = e{(#*,q\. G.zT)

Because Ffl decreases rapidly at medium to large r, eqn.(3.27) gives rise to a de-

pletion in Ff (r). Detailed discussion of the effects of 'ø-rescaling' may be found in

a paper by Bickerstaff and Miller IBM 86].

It appears that we may have come full circle here. From the beginning it has been

hoped that the EMC effect would lead to the inclusion of quark degrees of freedom

in the description of the nucleus. However a more detailed study of binding effects

shows that most of the effect may not involve new physics at all. As is often the
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case, more experimental information is needed to decide which of these two views

is correct. There is hope that Drell-Yan experiments of proton-nucleus scattering

IBBM 86] may provide the necessary information in the future.

3.3 Neutrino Experiments

There have been some experiments which have measwed Ff(x) for neutrinos or

antineutrinos scattering on nuclei. In general the results for the ratios of the struc-

ture function of a heavy nucleus to that of deuterium are similar to those obtained

from the scattering of charged leptons. Howeverwe can obtain new information as

to whether the EMC effect is the same for neutrons and protons. With incident

antineutrinos we have the two reactions

vr*n--p++X-, ùrlp-¡t++Xo, (3.28)

so by summing the charges of the final hadronic state, we can distinguish between

scattering from neutrons or protons. Two experiments have been performed to

measure the cross-sections of neutrons and protons in a nucleus: one using deuterium

at CERN [Atl+ 81] and a second using neon at Fermilab [Asr* 85,86].

The two experiments measured the ø-dependence of the differential cross- sec-

tions for neutrons and protons. Using the QPM rve can write the differential cross-

sections for the reactions (3.28) at high energies (E > M) as ILP 32]

# : ËYrlrî,^n, (,) - rr,,o{".,,o 
(*)),
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where G is the weak coupling constant. Thus the ratio of neutron to proton cross-

doAon

sections will be

R,q,(") dr
(3.30)

2Fî'^ (") - rF{'" (r)
(3.31)

ZFf"(r) - æF{"(æ)
alf q t(") * 3 f¿¡¡(x) + 3 ft ¡ ¡(x)l (3.32)

"Vq¿@) * 3f ¿¡¡(r) + 3f5¡¡(n)l

If we concentrate on the region r > 0.3, then there will be very little enhancement

of the sea, and F2 and Fs will be approximately the same, and the ratio

/ doA'ot-
/dn

(3.33)

will not differ appreciably from R¡(") in this region.

' Asratyan et. al. [Asrf 85,86] computed the ratio of their results from neon with

the earlier results from deuterium,

p(x) : R¡r.(x) I Rp(r) (3.34)

and found that p(x) differed appreciably from unity, indicating that neutrons and

protons are affected differently by the EMC effect.

To test whether the change in R¡(r) is a manifestation of the EMC effect, we have

computed R'o@) using the two rescaling models detailed earlier. \Me are restricted

to computing R'o@) because the rescaling analysis is only applicable to non-singlet

moments. 'We would hope that the off shell model might be able to reproduce

the change in R¿(r) because, using the harmonic oscillator she1l model, rtre can

input different separation energies for neutrons and protons. We have used the
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parametrisation of Buras and Gaemers [BG 78] to obtain the parton distributions

for a free nucleon, and we have kept their best fit value of the QCD scale parameter,

Ä. : 0.3 GeV.

Using the CRRJ model and the results of Close et. a1.,, the parameters we used

are

1. À¡¡"/À.¡y - 1.104, \olÀx: 1.015.

2. pk.: 0.55 + 0.12 GeV2, p2o:0.65 + 0.14 GeV2.

Using eqns. (3.9) and (3.12) \Ã/e can determine the rescaling parameters,

€r,iv"(Q' : 20GeV2) : 1.69, €wo(Q': 20GeV2) : 1.04. (3.35)

Now using the rescaling ansatz (eqn. (3.1)) we can determine the neutron and

proton structure functions and hence R'o@) and p(r). These are shown in Figs. 3.2

and 3.4. We note that the neutron and proton were taken to have the same radius.

Taking a slightly smaller value for the neutron radius would slightly decrease À¡lÀN

for neutrons, and hence the rescaling effect would be slightly less for neutrons than

protons. The effect on R'o(x) and p(r) would only be a few percent.

To use the off shell model we need to find the invariant masses of the bound

nucleons and the well depths. These are summarized in Table 3.1.

The energy split in deuterium comes from the neutron-proton mass difference.

fn neon the neutrons are more tightly bound than protons by 5 lo 12 NIeV. Using

this data we calculated the structure functions and hence R'o@) and p(r). These

are shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4.
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889
905
922

16

897
912
927

t4

Neon
Mo (0r) 2p,2n,
Mt (Op) 6p, 6n
M, (0p) 2p,2n
ha

932
I

930.7
I

Deuterium
Mo (0.) lp, ln
hu

NeutronsProtons

Table 3.1: Invariant Masses and Oscillator Strengths in MeV

For both models, there was little rescaling effect in deuterium, which is to be

expected, and we obtained reasonable agreement with the experimental data. The

CRRJ modei also predicts a small effect in neon, presumably because the changes

in each structure function more or less cancel. The off shell model gives a significant

change in R'¿(x) at medium r, but not enough to agree with the data. Finally, both

models give very little change from unity in p(x). The CRRJ model deviates by

about 1%, andthe off shell model by about 5% at most. The rise in p(r) at large ø

in the off shell model comes from Fermi motion effects in neon.

Both models fail to give anything like the value p x 0.5 obtained experimentally.

There is a good possibility of systematic error in comparing the two experiments

done at different times and in different places. The lack of agreement between the

data and the models'predictions for neon points in this direction. One source of error

might be rescattering corrections in the nuclear medium, which can alter the charge

of the observed final state, this would alter the un and zp cross-sections. However if

more experiments were done , with the systematic errors carefully controlled, rvhich

confirmed the data, then our ideas about nuclear corrections for DIS would need to
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be re-examined [Rith 86].
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Chapter 4

Non-Perturbative Contributions
to Parton Distributions

We have seen in Chapter 2 that sea, or non-valence, quarks are of a great deal

of importance in DIS. Perturbative QCD processes such as gluon bremmstrahlung

and quark-antiquark pair production generate progressively more sea quarks u" Q'

increases. However, it has long been realized that some fraction of the sea may

be generated by non-perturbative processes such as the pion cloud of the nucleon,

which ensures chiral symmetry. This component was first calculated by Sullivan in

1972 [Sull 72]. More recent experimental data has made it possible to put limits

on the size of this pionic contribution - and indirectly on the quark confinement

radius [Tho 83a]. The program has been extended by Signal and Thomas [ST 87a] to

kaonic contributions, which has led to a calculation of the non-perturbative part of

the strange sea. We call the contributions which we shall examine non-perturbative,

because the proces'ses which give rise to them are relatively long range (- f fm)

compared to the distance scales at which perturbative QCD is applicable (- ¡,1

fm), and so the non-perturbative properties of QCD, such as confi.nement and the
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dressing of the nucleon by meson clouds are of the most importance.

Naively one might not expect that the dressing of the nucleon by mesons, which

is a long range phenomenon compared to the distance scales of DIS, would have

much to do with DIS. However the internal short-distance structure of the mesons,

which is described by their own structure functions (-Ff and F{), can be probed by

the virtual photon (or W or Z boson) which leads to a contribution to the nucleon

structure function.

4.L The Pion Field of the Nucleon

The pion field of the nucleon arises because of considerations of chiral symmetry.

The Lagrangian density for a free nucleon

L(r) : i,þ ørþ - M¡,r,þ,þ (4'1)

is not invariant under chiral transformations

,þ - ,þ - i(i.ë|2)turþ, (4.2)

though it is well known that SU(2)¡ x SU(2)¿ chiral symmetry is a good hadron

symmetry. The problem is the mass term in the Lagrangian, which is 'chirally odd'.

In order to restore chiral invariance, the so-called 'o-model' of Gell-Mann and

Levy [GL 60,12 80] introduces new fields (o,i), an isoscalar-scalar field and an

isovector-pseudoscalar field. The most general renormalizable Lagrangian density

involving nucleon, ø- and f- fields which is consistent with chiral symmetry is

1 1
(ôro)2 +

2

1

2
L(r) : irþ ørþ+srþ(o¡ií'i1s)$¡
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where the second term replaces the nucleon mass term. The final term is the po-

tential energy V(o,ñ), which is of most interest when ì2 > 0 and u2 > 0. Then the

potential has the famous 'Mexican hat' shape, and leads, via a natural transforma-

tion, to a Lagrangian where the chiral symmetry is hidden.

Now Goldstone's theorem which tells us that when a continuous symmetry of

the Lagrangian is hidden, a massless excitation of the system (Goldstone boson)

appears. We identify this with the pion. To introduce a mass for the pion, we 'tip'

the Mexican hat (L - L * co), which gives a preferred direction in (a, ã) space.

Thus the pion cloud arises as a consequence of the need to have a Lagrangian density

which is invariant under SU(2)L x SU(2)R transformations.

The mechanism by which the pion cloud contributes to the nucleon structure

function is shown in Fig. 4.1. The amplitude for this contribution is written as

u
Ap : s**-ffi(x¡,,lrt(/c)) (4.4)

where fr is the four-momentum of the pion, X is the debris of the struck pion, ù and

u ate Dirac spinors, and g¡¡¡¡n (H : l{ or A) the appropriate coupling constant.

Now if we square this amplitude, then sum over final states and average over initial

spins, we have

zrvr*ffi:#+ )t,c;.
where

(4.5)

(4.6)Irnc[, : t 6@ (q + k + p" )(II(k) U ,Q)lx) (Xlj "(0)lII(k))X
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Fig 4.1 The contribution of the pion to the structure function
of the nucleon.



and ø (r') is the Bjorken scaling variable appropriate to the lepton-nucleon (lepton-

pion) collision.

The spin trace can be easily evaluated:

T.[(/r + Mx)tu(úu + Mshs) -2pN.pg * 2MwMr

-t-(Ms-My)"

lF(t)l'

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.11)

where, as usual

t: -lc2: -(piv - pn)2 20. (4.9)

The expression in eqn.(4.6) we recognize as the structure function of the struck pion,

which is off mass shell. \Me shall neglect any dependence of IrnC[,, on the invariant

mass of the pion, as the effect of any off shell behavior is probably smaller than the

errors in the experimental determination of the structure function of the pion. We

may now write the contribution of Fig. 4.1 to the nucleon structure function as:

(4.10)

where y : x lr' is the fraction of the plus component of momentum of the nucleon

that that is carried by the pion,

r-@) t 3g'*** ¡æl¿¡
J r^rn

t+(MH-M*),

6F{(x,,e\: I,' o, f-@)ri(i,e')

v
I/=N,A L612 (t - u1¡z

lF(t)l'.

t*¿n is the minimum value of -k2,

. YZM'N
umxfl 

- r tI-y

tt

(4.r2)



and -F (¿) is the high-momentum cut-off (or form factor) at the H Nt vertex. We use

the value of the coupling constant g"*r,rwl4lr: 13.5. For the form factor we take a

simple analytic form, which is motivated by the cloudy bag model (cBM) [Tho 8a]

F(¿) : exp[-À(r + Mò'z 1M1] (¿'ts)

where -rB has the interpretation of a bag radius and À :0.I06M1R2.

We have ignored the contribution from the process l/ --+ Az- because the larger

mass of the resonance raises the lower limit of the integral and gives only a small

contribution. The calculation by Sullivan shows that the process Iú -+ Nn gives the

dominant contribution to eqn. (4.10) in the region ¿ > 0'05'

The functi on f*(y) may be interpreted as the probability of fi.nding a kaon carry-

ing fraction y of the plus component of the momentum of the nucleon. The integral

of f*@) over the interval A : 0 to 1 will give the average fraction of the plus com-

ponent of momentum of the nucleon that is carried by the pion cloud. The essential

features are that f"(ù peaks near r - 0.25, and that the value at the peak increases

rapidly as .R decreases, that is as the form factor becomes harder.

Now because the pion is composed primarily of non-strange qua ks, the pion

cloud contribution to the nucleon structure function contributes to the breaking of

the SU(3) flavour symmetry of the sea. As we mentioned in Chapter 2, the SU(3)

flavour symmetry is expected to be broken because of the large mass of the strange

quark, so it would not be reasonable to attribute all of the non-strange excess to the

pion cloud. However rve can use data on SU(3) fl.avour breaking to impose a limit

on pionic contributions to the nucleon structure function.
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Integrating eqn. (4.10) over r we have

The second bracket on the right of eqn. (4.f4) is the average fraction of momentum

of the nucleon that is carried by the pions, which we denote (y)". Now the excess of

non-strange quarks in the sea will be given by U * D -25, so the excess contribution

to the electro-magnetic structure function of the iso-scalar nucleon is

Ffl"*""rr:lro+D-2s1, (4.15)

and so our bound on (y)- is

lo' 
o* 6F{(r) : ll"' dx' F[(x)]ll,' o, r"@)]

5- ¡l
(s)," < ntn+ D -2sll Jo 

o*' Fi@')

lo' 
or' Fi@):0.015 + o.oo4.

The pion structure function has been determined experimentally by the NA3 group

at CERN using the Drell-Yan process n.ðy' + X, with the result [Bad+ 83]

(4.14)

(4.16)

(4.17)

Getting a good estimate of the non-strange excess in the sea is somewhat com-

plicated by the EMC effect. Almost all the data on sea distributions has come from

(anti)neutrino scattering experiments on iron, where the sea is enhanced relative to

the free nucleon. Because of the confusion surrounding the enhancement of the sea

in the EMC effect (including whether the enhancement is SU(3) symmetric or not),

\rye use the determination of Field and Feynmann [FF 771for the non-strange excess

in a free nucleon, ill + D -ZSl: 0.7T0. Together with the pion structure function,

this gives an upper bound on (y),:
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ful*s'+r.s%. (4.18)

The bound on (g)- also implies a bound on the CBM bag radius. Because (y),,

decreases as the bag radius increases, we find a lower bound for the CBM bag radius

of

,R > 0.87 t 0.10fm. (4.19)

In the context of the bag model, this bound implies that the bag radius is of the

order of 1 fm rather than 0.5 fm or less, and that the pion cloud, necessary to restore

chiral symmetry, is fairly sparse (see [Tho 83a,Tho 84] for more details).

We note that the pion cloud's contribution to DIS from nucleons (eqn. (a.10))

is the basis for the so-called 'convolution'models of the EMC effect [LlS 83'ET 83]'

IBCW 84]. In these models the momentum probability function in a nucleu" #@)

is given bV f"@) for free nucleons modified by a spin-isospin longitudinal response

function per nucleon R(a,lq-l), and the integral over ú is replaced by integrating over

the (ø, lq-l) plane:

ri(a):saffi lir,"oi' Ioto' 
' o" ,{ualyll(í')l'R(,,1íl). G.zl)

The result is an excess distribution of pions contributing to DIS for a nucleon in

a nucleus over that for a free nucleon. Because fî@) still peaks rLear y - 0.25)

this excess leads to the low-r enhancement seen in the EMC effect, and, because

of momentum conservation considerations, also leads to the medium-z depletion of

the valence distributions. We note that Berger et. aI., using light-cone coordinates,

derive a different fi(y) which is much broader [BC\M 84]. However there is an
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inconsistency in their calculation as their Nlün interaction is written conserving

3-momentum rather than P+.

4.2 Non-Perturbative Strange Sea

The kaon cloud of the nucleon arises out of similar considerations to those that

gave us the pion cloud. In this case the symmetry required in the Lagrangian is

SU(3)L x Stl(3)n. However now the symmetry is badly broken, because of the

larger mass of the strange quark. This leads to the kaon having a much larger mass

than the pion, and the kaon cloud being more sparse.

The mechanism by which non-perturbative contributions to the strange sea of

the nucleon arise is shown in Fig. 4.2. For the fi.nal hyperon we include only the Ä'

and X. Any contributions from excited baryon resonances will be restricted to small

o, as we have pointed out in the pionic case, where the assumption of incoherence

eventually breaks down. By analogy with eqn. (4.10), we may write the contribution

of Fig. 4.2a to the nucleon structure function as:

where gr is the fraction of the plus component of momentum of the nucleon that is

carried by the kaon,

6F{(x,Q\: l,' o, ¡*@e{(i,Q')

tx(ù:,ì", rLw I:,3r##vl)1',,

(4.2r)

t^;n is the minimum value of. -1c2,

tmin: alM'H - (1 - a)m'*llQ - a)

(4.22)
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For the coupling constants we use g\^rxl4n:3.7 and g2¡¡¡7çl4r :13.7. The factor

fi is an isospin factor, which is 3 for H :E and 1 for H: Â. For the form factor

we again use eqn. (4.13), with M* replaced by Mx.

The function fy(y) has similar properties to f"(y) calculated in Section 4.1.

Again it is interpreted as a probability function for finding a kaon carrying fraction

y of the plus component of the momentum of the nucleon. The integral of. fy¡(y)

over the interval U : 0 to 1 will give the average fraction of the plus component of

momentum of the nucleon that is carried by kaons. In Fig. 4.3 we show /6(y) for

three values of ¡?. The essential features are that /(y) peaks near Í - 0.1, and that

the value at the peak increases rapidly as .B decreases. Because of experimental

uncertainties in the values of the coupling constants g2ut¡xl4n, there is an overall

uncertainty of. tIA% h f (y), however this uncertainty does not affect the shape of

/(y). For Æ: 0.85 fm we find

l"' daf(y)-0.5% (4.24)

so we may conclude that kaons only carry about 0.5% of the four-momentum of the

nucleon, and that the contribution of kaon exchange processes, like Fig. 4.2a, to the

electromagnetic structure function of the nucleon will be very small.

Our main interest in kaon exchange processes is in the non-perturbative strange

sea that is generated. We adopt the usual notation

so(x) : f ,¡o@), Eoþ): fu¡.p(r) (4.25)

and denote the non-perturbative parts of these distributions by sf;P(r) and SflP(ø)
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respectively. The exchanged kaon contains one valence anti-strange quark, so from

eqn. (4.21) we have

æsf;P(r,Q\: I*fx(ù(;) * (î,0'). e26)

In order to find F¡¡. we make use of the experimental observation that the pion and

kaon structure functions are equal within experimental errors[Bad+ 80,Bad+ 83].

So we approximate s¡1 by the approximate valence distribution of the pion found

experimentally:

zEK - 
^L-rt'o(l 

- ")t'u. 
(4.27)

Small variations in the exponents do not change our results substantially. We show

our results for the non-perturbative anti-strange sea, xs{P(æ),, in Fig. 4.4.

It is less obvious how to calculate the non-perturbative strange t"t, ,"flP(r).

The simplest approach, suggested by Berger, Coester and Wiringa [BCW 84] in the

pionic case, is to evaluate Fig. 4.2b.using the same lrc(A) as above. The primary

source of the non-perturbative strange sea of the nucleon is therefore the valence

strange quarks in the recoiling hyperon. We estimate the valence distribution of the

A, and X to be similar to that of valence z-quarks in the nucleon:

"r(") = N"z-7/2(L - ,)". (4.28)

Again, small variations in these exponents would change none of our conclusions.

Our expression for sflP is then:

*"f;p(*,e,): ['-'0, rrc(ùl-=) "r(r+,g,) . @.2s)ro \L-y/ \t-y /
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The immediate result of calculating sflP and SflP is that the two distributions

have quite different shapes (see Fig. a.5). Whereas SNP has a similar shape to the

usual parameterisations of sea-quark distributions, which die out beyond r - 0.3,

sNP is quite different. Because the origins of sNP are in the valence distributions of

the Ä or X hyperon, it extends to large values of ø and also carries more momentum.

If we denote the momentum fraction carried by strange and anti-strange quarks as

s and. ^9 respectively, then for bag radius r? : 0.8 fm we find ,9NP : 0.5270 and

SNP - 0.28%. with -B : 0.6 and 1.0 fm, the results are SNP - 1.+%, SNP :1'.0%

and SNP : 0.I8yo, SJVP - 0.05% respectively. \Me may compare these fractions

with the data of the CDHS group (^r Q, æ 5 GeV2), which found [Abr* 82,83]

(û+D+2s):TLo.s%, ëh:52Le%. (4.30)

If, as is usually assumed in phenomenology, we set .9 - .9 this implies 5 : I.2t0.2T0,

which clearly restricts the allowed values of ,R, though this bound is not as good as

that obtained from our earlier considerations of the pion cloud of the nucleon.

We can make further comparisons between our results and the CDHS data. Most

of the relevant data have come from di-muon (p+, p-) coincidence measurements

in (anti)neutrino scattering. The second muon comes from the decay of a charmed

quark. According to the QPM and Cabbibo theory ILP 82], the cross-sections for

di-muon events with an isoscalar target are

sin2 0çfru(r) + xd(r)] + cor' 0çl2xs(r)1,
do"

d.
doD

dn

o(

o( (4.3i)sinz 06lrn(r) + rd(x)l * cos' 0çl2xs(r)1.
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Since cos2 0¿ > sin2 0ç lhe antineutrino data gives a good determination of

rí(r). This is compared with our calculation for the non-perturbative contribution

in Fig. 4.4. Clearly the shapes agree well, and, for reasonable values of r?, the

non-perturbative contribution is less than the total distribution.

The situation fðr neutrino scattering is not as simple. The large valence contri-

butions to u(r) and d(r) counteract the smallvalue of sin2 0s,so that s(r) extracted

from the v data has large errors. 'We have used the parameterisations of Buras and

Gaemers IBG 73] between 5 and 10 GeV2 to subtract xu(r) and nd(x) from the

CDHS data leaving zs(ø). If we assume that the perturbative contributions to s(ø)

and 5(r) are equal then we have

,"P (*) : æsP (æ): øe(c) - øsNP(r) , (4.32)

and we can subtract æsP(x) from os(ø) to extract the experimental non-perturba-

tive distribution rsNP(r). This is compared with our calculations for rsNP(r) in

Fig. 4.5. We can see that theory and experiment are in reasonable agreement in

both shape and magnitude for .R - 0.8 fm . However the large error bars make any

definite conclusions impossible. The lack of support at large r (r ) 0.5) rules out

-R less than about 0.8 fm, but little else can be said. Clearly an improvement in the

experimental data would enable us to test the theory better. The errors are mainly

statistical in origin, and should be improved by an increase in data.
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Chapter 5

Bag Models

K'an - The Perilous Chasm

He is bound with thicle cords and restrained by a thicket of thorns.

While QCD is generally regarded as the correct theory of strong interactions, as yet

the QCD field equations have not been solved. In the absence of exact solutions

we must turn to phenomenological models which incorporate the features expected

from QCD. These features are:

1. confinement-quarks can only exist in colour singlet configurations,

2. asymptotic freedom-the coupling constant o.(Qt) decreases with Q2,

3. chiral symmetry- the u and d quarks are very light.

One of the earliest models to be developed was the non-relativistic quark model

(NRQM) IDGG 75,Isgur 80]. In this model the quark masses are of order 300 MeV,

and the quarks must be considered to be dressed by higher order processes. Con-

finement is obtained through a phenomenological potential. The NRQM does not

incorporate asymptotic freedom, nor does chiral symmetry appear naturally. The
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success of the NRQM is that perturbation theory works fairly well, the hyperfine

g-q interaction arising from one gluon exchange being obtained as an expansion in

por'¡¡eIs of. uf c.

Bag models are more ambitious phenomenological models which attempt to in-

corporate all three of the above features. Confinement and asymptotic freedom are

incorporated by letting massless quarks move freely inside, but only inside, a cavity.

White it might appear that having massless quarks would also lead to chiral sym-

metry being conserved, this is not the case. Interactions between the quarks and

the bag wall badly break chiral symmetry, and in order to restore chiral symmetry

various models along the lines of the non-linear sigma model lGL60,IZ 80] have

been proposed. In these models the chiral symmetry of the Lagrangian is 'hidden'

and the pion emerges as a Goldstone boson.

5.1- The MIT Bag Model

The MIT bag [Cho* 74] was the first of the modern bag models. The MIT bag

confines the quarks to a finite region of space. Now the free quark gas inside the bag

produces a pressure on the bag wall which wiil expand the bag indefinitely unless

it is opposed. So it is necessary to introduce a bag pressure, or energy per unit

volume, B, which ensures that the bag remains finite in extent. Presumably B is

a universal constant which mimics the non-perturbative QCD processes which lead

to confinement.

To see the rôle of the bag constant B more clearly, let us consider the energy-
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momentum tensor for free quarks inside the bag

o'qou.t, : lf,ø@)t' i' q(a)lov (5. 1)

where q(c) is a quark field, þ:¿ - â and dy is unity inside the bag and zero outside.

Now the condition for energy-momentum conservation is that the divergence of the

energy-momentum tensor vanishes. But this is not the case; restricting the quarks

to the interior of the bag leads to probiems. We have

0¡"0y - nrLs þ.2)

where As is a surface delta function

As : -n. ô(0y). (5.3)

If the bag was a static sphere of radius .R, then we would have 0v - 0(R - r) and

As = 6(R - r). The divergence of the energy-momentum tensor is

a,o[îu.t, : ..iu,'n i' qa'r' (5'4)

Now the boundary condition imposed on the bag model by the condition that there

be no colour current flowing through the bag surface is

nrqlPq:O (5.5)

which is guaranteed by the linear boundary condition (lbc):

i^r.nq-q (5.6)

so that we obtain
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where Pp is the pressure exerted by the Dirac gas

aroqlo.rk. : -Tu"r4rjas : - Ppn' L.s,

1

Po : -;n . ô(qq)lr,rrf..".

(5.7)

(5.8)

Thus if we add a term involving the phenomenological energy density to the energy-

momentum tensor

ofürr : o[iu,,t 
"* 

Bs", (5.e)

then the divergence of the energy-momentum tensor will be

Ôr@i,tIf:?PnIB)nPA'g (5.10)

which vanishes if

B : po : -r".o[q(x)q(x)Jlr,rrru"" . (5.11)

Eqn. (5.11) is referred to as the non-linear boundary condition (nlbc)

For the static spherical case we can solve the free Dirac equation

(5.t2)

inside the bag, and obtain the solutions

/ i'P'¡a)x', \'Þl: N*1 *i),\.',,! ,Ilål^,, ) (s.ts)
1 rij¡ç1(c.rrlÐXi )

where j¡ is a spherical Bessel function, Xf a spinor, and the subscript ¡ specifies the I

and j quantum numbers (see [Tho 84] for details), in particul ar I : -1 corresponds

to the s1¡2 state and ¡'-1 is the usual Pauli spinor. The energy of the state is given

by
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E : '.,lR, (5.14)

the 1s172 level corresponding to ø : 2.04. The explicit solution for the ground state

(1s172) is:

{su,¡,(fl -
Nl:

t/+"
js(ur I R)

iõ .r-j{arlR)
u

X'r/z (5.15)

(5.16)

(5.1e)

with yl¡, a Pauli spinor and the normalization given by

Interestingly the density úfrþ does not vanish at r : -R, but the flow of colour

current normal to the bag surface does vanish,as guaranteed by ihe lbc (eqn. (5.6)).

The total energy of a bag is given by

Po: f¿trOoo(r) (5.17)
J

which we label E@). For a bag containing n quarks in the ground state we find

ursllz 
+ *at a. (5.18)EVü = r-R 

3

The first term is the kinetic energy of the quarks, while the second is a volume term

which implies that it costs energy BV to make a bag in the vacuum. The virial

theoremfor the bag (equivalent to the nlbc, see [Tho 8a]) implies that ÔEIAR:0

or

4rE(R): (n * 1) R" B,
3

so that for a baryon (n : 3) the volume energy is one quarter of the totai energy.
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If we assume that the quarks in the bag are quanta of coloured fields, then

the feature of QCD that only colour singlet states can exist in nature follows. By

construction colour electric fields, like quarks' can only exist in bags' However the

colour analogy of Gauss' law states that colour electric fields must emanate from

bags with net colour. The only consistent solution is that bags must be colour

singlets. This automatically gives us the mesons and the baryons as gq an'd qqq

configurations in the bag. In addition exotic states such as 'glueballs' [JJ 76] and

q2q2 arc allowed in the bag model, although states with more than three quarks are

generally unstable [DeG+ 75].

In ord.er to calculate hadron masses etc. in the bag model we need to extend our

expression for the total energy of the bag state, eqn. (5.18). The N and A masses

are split by the hyperfine spin-spin interaction, which in the bag model is provided

solely by one gluon exchange. The philosophy of the bag model is that the bag itself

provides a suitable phenomenological description of all the non-perturbative gluon

interactions, including gluon self-coupling. Thus all that is left is the first order in

a. gluon exchange, which gives the energy shifts via first order perturbation theory.

The energy term for the one-gluon exchange is:

A R)ã, (5.20)

where rn¿ and rnj àte the quark masses, À : 1 for baryons and 2 for mesons, and M

has a closed form [DeG+ 75].

Other possible contributions to the masses of hadrons are to include massive

quarks, centre of mass motion effects and zero-point energies. The effect of having
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massive quarks (ie. Tns - 300MeV) is to increases the magnitude of the energy

eigenfrequency ø (u - 2.5).

Because we have quantized fields in a finite region there wiil be a finite contribu-

tion to the energy from zero-point terms. There are diff.culties in calculating these

terms, and they are usually parametrized as a constant Zs divided by Ã [DeG+ 75].

Similarly centre of mass effects are parametrized by a 1l R term [Tho 84].

The complete mass formula can be summarized as

M(R): 
Ð i*T*B + 

^Ey - 
zlr (5.21)

where the last term includes correction for both the zero-point energy and centre of

mass effects. The radius of the bag is determined by the stability requirement

AM:_ _ " \S.ZZ¡aR-''
There are four adjustable parametersi rns, B, d. and Z. The values of these param-

eters are usually determined by fitting eqn. (5.21) to the low lying hadron masses.

The original fit by DeGrand eú. al. [DeG* 75] gives an excellent description of

the baryon octet and decuplet and the pseudoscalar and vector meson nonets. The

only exception is the pion, which the bag model assigns a large mass. Much of the

problem with the pion may be due to centre of mass effects IDJ 80], as the 1/,R

correction is really only applicable for fairly heavy states.

5.2 Chiral Symmetry and Bag Models

Let us consider the Lagrangian density describing the MIT bag model, keeping only

those pieces involving the quark fields:
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L(æ): llatùt'ã, q@) - Bli,, -Lra@)ø(')as (5.23)

where the final term of eqn. (5.23) is a Lagrange multiplier guaranteeing that Q'q is

zero at the bag surface ie. the lbc, eqn. (5.6), is satisfied.

Now if chiral symmetry were conserved in the bag model, the Lagrangian eqn. (5-23)

would be invariant under the arbitrar¡ infinitesimal change in the quark fields

q + q. - i(í .ë12)tuq (5.24)

where the i are the 2x?Padi matrices and ãis constant. Under this transformation

we find

L -> L+f,aî1* +t'f)ã, G.ê12)q0v + }fr'4f qL,. (5.25)

The second term vanishes as {lP ,^15} : 0, but the last term is definitely non-zero.

It is intuitively simple to see what this lack of invariance means. In Fig. 5.1 we see

that any quark incident on the bag wall must be reflected. But there is no spin-flip

associated with the reflection, so the quark's helicity or chirality is changed.

The so-called axial current associated with the transformation eqn. (5.2a) is

Ã, : qluf (ilz)qoy, (5.26)

which is not a conserved current. The divergence of the axial current is

a,Ãr: -|aru;ot, #o (5.27)

This again emphasizes the fact that the confining bag wall causes the violation of

chiral symmetry, despite the fact that the quarks are massless
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The solution to the problem of violation of chiral symmetry is along similar lines

to the classical sigma model of Gell-Mann and Levy [GL 60] which was outlined

in Chapter 4. We introduce new fields (",i) with the appropriate transformation

properties under SU(2)L x SU(z)p so that the new Lagrangian is invariant. This

new Lagrangian density replacing eqn. (5.23) is

; * )-, + lL' : lra(;rh, ã, q(") - Blïv - )øt" + ií .it')qL'

+rr{a,o)' + f;ra,rY. (b.28)

where À is a Lagrange multiplier which turns out to be simply (o' + ñ2)-r/2. We

note that the ø and f fields must be massless, so the pion is a good candidate for

the pseudoscalar field f, but there is no realistic candidate for the ø. Thus the

ø-field is usually eliminated. \Me note that f" : (o' + i") is invariant under the

transformations of SU(2)L x SU(Z)a, so \rye can eliminate o in a chiral invariant

way. The resulting theory is necessarily non-linear, and there exist a multitude of

possible theories, depending on how ø is eliminated. The cloudy bag model (CBM)

arises via the introduction of a new pion fietd, /, through the d.efinitions [Tho 83b]:

o : f cos(glf)

.i .ñ : f$sin(Sl.f). (5.2e)

To first order in the pion field, all the theories lead to a surface coupling of the pion

field to the confined quarks of the form

Hint: - rUo.õf qLr.
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However in higher order the theories can differ markedly'

Thus, by coupling an elementary pion fi.eld to the MIT bag model we can restore

chiral symmetry. While it might appear that this is one step further removed from

QCD, this is not the case. One can argue on very general grounds that QCD must

prod.uce light pseudoscalar mesons in order to break the symmetry of the vacuum.

These bosons are not obtained in perturbation theory in terms of the quark fields,

nor can their effects be obtained using the original quark fields and perturbation

theory. It is of course an idealization to treat the pion as point-like. However the

pion is unique amongst hadrons in that its Compton wavelength is much greater than

its spatial extent (measured by the r.m.s. charge radius). So to a first approximation

w'e can neglect the internal structure of the pion and use what is essentially a long-

wavelength approximation. This approximation remains valid so long as the pion

cloud contains only one or two pions.

We shall omit a full discussion of the various chiral bag models avaiiable, and

simply introduce probably the most successful of them, the cloudy bag model (CBM)

[Tho Sa]. The CBM keeps most of the good features of the MIT bag model. Its

Lagrangian can be used to define a renormalizable theory of strong interactions,

which permits systematic calculation of higher order corrections. The CBM stays

well within the bounds of our long-wavelength approximation as the pion cloud con-

tains, on average, about one pion. This means that the CBM has good convergence

properties and that low order perturbation theory works well in the model.
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An alternative version of the CBM may be obtained by a unitary transformation

which couples the pion field to the quark fields throughout the volume of the bag

ie. the quark fields are dressed by pions:

q -+ g.: SQ

q ---+ 4- : 4S (5.31)

with

,s : explii . 66'lz¡)]. (b.82)

Then to O(þ2) the CBM Lagrangian density becomes [Tho Sa]

¿csNI(")

+f,@,õ)'-I*'"æ (5.38)

where the last term explicitlybreaks SU(2)¡x SU(z)n symmetry, so that the par-

tially conserved axial current (PCAC) condition [Col 68,4D 68]

ArÃ, : -f *""õ + o(æ) (b.34)

is satisfied, where / is the pion decay constant (,f : 93MeV). This Lagrangian den-

sity incorporates the major results of current algebra for low energy pion scattering,

and generalizes to the whole hadron sector.

5.3 The MIT B.g in Two spacetime Dimensions

In two spacetime dimensions ttre can soive the bag exactiy. In this case rrye consider

a two component Dirac field confined to a line segment. This is not a field theory

[]a-@)t' ã, q-(,) - Blr,u - f,ø-ø-t,

-ffiu-r'íq..(õ x 0,6) + fia-t'íq-. ð,õ
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as it does not allow for the creation or annihilation of bags. Instead of the vacuum

the ground state is an 'empty'bag containing no quanta, in which the bag pressure,

B, is balanced by pressure generated by quantum fluctuations of the confined field.

In two-dimensional spacetime it is most convenient to work with light-cone co-

ordinates:

(5.35)

1

-,/z
(zo + r') (5.36)

where

(*o + *')

r)ro

and a light-cone basis for the two component l)irac spinors:

T

r

1

-,/z
1

r/z

f

¡t :

r (

1+

10
1.,t:(T:(îå) (5.37)

(5.38)

(5.3e)

0

The free Dirac equation is satisfied by any spinor of the form

q(a,r): ig(r)
f(,)

\Me choose r to be the development parameter for the system. The conjugate vari-

ables to r and t ate H (= P-) and P (= P+) respectively. At any r thebag is a

line segment with endpoints ,r(r) and æ2(r). The solutions are given in terms of a

parameter ø defined implicitly [Cho* 7a]:

#:f{n.'{ùn{ù)

ø(r1(0)) : g

t02

(5.40)



The virtue of the parameter ø is that although the bounda¡ies of the bag r¡(r)

fluctuate in r, the bag extends over a fixed interval in a:

o(r1(r)) : ør(r) :BrlP

o(r2(r)) oz(r) - 1+ BrlP

r/2

Ð,b^"-rrimBrfPf(")

oo

rn=-@

(5.42)

(5.43)

(5.46)

(5.41)

(5.47)

where B is the bag constant. The Dirac fi.eld is then given by:

114 oo

t 
t 6^"-2ttimø(

)

oo

rn=-Ø

dx

d" s("("))
r/2

(og

;) ,TL=-@

where the prime on the summation indicates that rn is summed over half-odd in-

tegers.Now substituting eqn. (5.43) into eqn. (5.39) gives a differential equation for

x(o):

d'x J', - 'ã.,(o)ã(o)). (5.44)#: lr*G.'@)ã(")).

Integrating this we have:

n(o): ¡o+TLot" -ll - i?lr^"-'"'"" (5.45)

where

1Ln: Ð'(,"+ )bi-b"+^2

and rs is a constant of integration. The Hamiltonian of the system is given by

2tr B oo

Ð'*(b-^b^-b:^b-*)H
P fTL= -co
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We may now make the transition to quantum mechanics by replacing Poisson

brackets by commutators or anticommutators as appropriate:

{b^,b|} : 6^n

{b^,b*} : 0 (5'48)

[¿0, P] : -i

l*o,b^l : lP,b,1:9,, (5'49)

and as usual we define antiparticle creation operators:

4-=b-^,, m)0. (5.50)

The empty bag is defined by

ä-10)s : d-10)3:0 m)0

Plo)¡ : plo)¡, (5'51)

where p is the eigenvalue of P, and

(5.52)
mZ

2P
f/lo)B - 0 )B

where m2o is a zero-point energy obtained in normal ordering fI:

H-2rB Ë'-(¿Lb^+fr,d,^)*# (5.b3)
PL

We note ; ;;i"damental operators fall into two commuting classes: internal

variables {b*}, and collective variables re and P. We can consttuct a Lorentz boost

operator:

1L: -;(ñsP + Pns) (5.b4)
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[A, P] iP

[^, fr] -iH (5.55)

which transforms the states

"¿Bt 
lp{n}) : lezp{n}) (5.56)

where lp{"}) denotes a general bag state, {n} are the occupation numbers of the

internal modes and p is the eigenvalue of P.

We now want to construct the quark field operator. The quark field defined

impticitly by eqns. (5.42-5.45) describes an infinite chain of linked bags rather than

a single one. To obtain the field for a single bag we multiply by appropriate 0-

functions, restricting q(a,r) to a single bag. We consider first the plus component

o1 qz

1_fq*:'rl-l*ø, (5'57)

and we define

¡t"(r\
Q+(*,,Ò = 1",¡¡' 

dæ' 6(æ - æ')q+(n') (5.58)

so Qa(u, r) is equal to q1(ø) for r1(r) ( r ( ,r(r) and is zero elsewhere. As

our model has a canonical Hamiltonian form, it will suffice to calculate Qa(ø,0) as

Q+@,r) can be obtained for any r by evolution with the Hamiltonian. If we change

to the variable ø, we have

Q+(*,0):/ arffaç*-r'(o))q+(*'(o)). (5.5e)
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we now use eqn. (5.43) to inseìt the field f (ø). Multiplying and dividing eqn. (5'59)

by P, and using the exponential representation for 6(æP - x'(o)P) we find

e+(,,0) : + I]*0, Io' 
oo exp[ia(Pr + 

^ 
- r(o))]s(o) (#)''" , (5.60)

We have used eqn.'(5.45) to write Px(o) - -^. + l(o) where

1 (5.61)f(") :2trLs(o )+i t
n*o

Ln¿-2trino
2

t
n

is independent of øo and P. The ordering of terms in eqn. (5.60) can be shown to

be unique [Jatre 81].

Using eqn. (5.55) \¡/e can derive the identity:

"iPc¡"-iPc - L+ pr (5.62)

which can be generalized to

"ia(Pc*tr) 
: 

"iPø "iøÌt "-iPø 
. (5.63)

Using this identity we can establish that Q+(r,0) is translation invariant ie.

Q+@,0) : "n"Q*(o, 
o)e-iP'. (5.64)

Because P commutes with ali the operators except t\, in eqn. (5.60), \¡/e can move the

factors e*iP'from the identity to the outside, giving the form required by translation

invariance, and leaving

* Ë Io' 
ooexpfiaz\. - iat(o)]þøl (ffr)'''8+(o' o) :
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This form also establishes Lorentz covariance, as it is clear that Q.'.(0,0) transforms

llke l,8.

We can easily find the minus component of Q by making a parity transformation

oî Q+, since the parity operator II interchanges the null planes r,:0 and ø:0:

8-(o, o) : II8+(o, o)11, (5.66)

IIPII H

II^II -^

IIó.rI bn (5.67)

Thus

(5.68)

Now the operator 
"-iat(o) 

is very poorly understood. This is because the {tr"}

do not commute with each other so the operator is highly ambiguous. So we need

now to make approximations to the full quantum theory of the bag in two spacetime

dimensions.

5.3.1 The Cavity Approximation

The simplest approximation to the bag model in two dimensions is a static line-

segment of length 2i, which we centre at the origin. In this case the bag boundaries

r¿(r) arc given by:

xt(r) : Jiçr-t¡

*r(") : JzQ + t¡ (5.6e)

e-(0,0): + l: I d,o expf-iaÂ - iat(o)]s(ol (ffr)'''
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which we may compare with the boundaries in terms of the parameter a, given by

eqn. (5.41). Now in the cavity approximation the transformation between ¿ and o

will be linear, so by comparing the bounda,ry equations eqns. (5'41) and (5.69) we

have

do
d*

(5.70)

(5.74)

(5.75)

Then substituting in eqn. (5.43) gives

(5.71)

where

E- : rffi (5.T2)DrrL - 2I ,

and / is an irrelevant phase factor, which we shall ignore. Now using eqns. (5.39)

and (5.42) we obtain

B1
(5.73)

P 2rnt

and

i s (n) : hÐ' b^¿-i{28^('+ó)

lQ) : h*,b^¿-i{zø^,.

If there are j massless quarks in the cavity with energies E^, . . - E^, t'hen

B::f t,,r
zL k=l

J

M : 2Bl+DE*r

and

: 4Bl.

lc=7
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We may now write the quark field in terms of the usual time and space variables

ú(: 
"o) 

and {(: ,'¡.

q(t, {) - 2'rt Ð'b^
eiE^Ê,

(-t¡(^-ttz) e-iø^e
1

e
fn

-¿E^t (5.77)

(5.7e)

(5.80)

(5.81)

5.3.2 The tro Approximation

The cavity approximation is not translation invariant because the bag's position is

fixed. In the Zs approximation the bag is a cavity of fixed length, but the centre of

the cavity is not fixed. The operators {tr,} in eqn. (5.45) are set to zero f.or n f 0,

and ,Ls is replaced by its expectation value (.Ds).

Thus in the -ts approximation f(a), eqn. (5.61) becomes

f (ø) : zr(Ls)(o -il (5.7s)

We can replace o by a new variable z, which measures the distance from the bound-

at! ol in the bag's rest frame. Using eqn. (5.45) we have:

'+eo)(o

g(z): (#)

1
7

2

where M lrt is just P in the rest frame,

L[*

2r J-*

-r/2
ã("(,)).

Substituting these into our expression for Q-.(0,0), eqn. (5.65) we obtain

Q+,o(o, o; da ei'^E(a)

s(") d, 
"r"M,lfrg(r),

where 2/ is the length of the bag (in x') in its rest frame:
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,,:'fi{tol, (5.83)

and the subscript 0 indicates that we are using the -t¡ approximation.

\Me can obtain gQ) frorn eqn. (5.43):

g(z) : lZ b*¿-à{zø^(z+r/z) (b.84)
¿ \ / 2r/l'^

which is identical with g(r), eqn. (5.71), up to irrelevant phase factors. Thus in the

.L6 approximation we take the Fourier transform of a cavity field operator, modulate

by the boost operator eio^, and obtain a translation invariant operator.

Unfortunately, because we have no understanding of the operato. t-dar(o), it is

difficult to demonstrate the validity of the -Ls approximation. In particular it is not

clear whether the -ts approximation is any closer to the full quantum bag theory than

the cavity approximation. There does exist another method of restoring translation

invariance to the cavity approximation. This is the Peierls-Yoccoz method IPY 57]

which is well known in nuclear physics. We will discuss the Peierls-Yoccoz procedure

in the next chapter.

5.3.3 The Cavity Approximation with Background Fields

Our ultimate aim is to calculate deep inelastic scattering (DIS) structure functions

using bag model wavefunctions. Because of the great amount of interest in nuclear

DIS that has been generated by ihe discovery of the EMC effect, we would like

not only to calculate structure functions for free bag states, but also for bag states

immersed in some background fields which simulate the nuclear environment. In
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particular we want to solve the two dimensional cavity in the presence of a vector

field and a scalar field.

Following the considerations of Guichon [Gui 88], the Dirac equation inside the

cavity becomes

4'0rrþ +Vsú -Vo'rorþ:O (5'85)

where V5 corresponds to a attractive scalar potential, arising, say, from the o-field,

and % is the time component of a repulsive vector potential, which could arise

from the ø-ûeld in nuclear matter. Because of the scalar potential Vs, it is no

longer convenient to use light-cone coordinates, so we revert to the usual spacetime

coordinates t: c0 and r : r'. \Me still have the boundary conditions:

i'l'nurþ : ,þ

"'ArD(úrþ) 
: -28. (5.86)

The solution to eqn. (5.85) is:

,þ(*,t):,å u-*^l( ; ) "iE^x 
¡(-1)'( t ). -àEnc

"_ient (5.s7)

(5.88)

(5.8e)

where r¿ is an integer,

En

Q,n

Nn

(r^-Vo)'+Vst

lE"-(r^-Vo)llvs

(5. e0)

and the energy eigenvalues eu are determined by the solutions of the transcendental

lff t * a'z,)t + (-rY 
i,sin2lnll-t/2

equation:
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2E^l -tan-l # - ntr :0.

The bag constant B is found from the nlbc, eqn' (5.86):

(5.e1)

J

B : D(- r)lN^122F,^o (1 * oln ) sin zEn*I (5.e2)
È=1

where, as before, we have j quarks in the cavity with quantum numbers rù1 ...n¡.

Using the virial theorem we obtain the mass of our cavity state:

M:2Bt*Ir,*. (5.e3)
k=L

Taking the limit Vs ---+ 0,Vs -+ 0 we obtain the free cavity wavefunction, eqn. (5.77).

The effect of introducing the scalar potential is to lower the values of the energy

eigenvalues e,, and the bag constant B, hence lowering the mass of the cavity state.

On the other hand, the vector potential increases the energy eigenvalues but does

not alter the mass of the cavity state (because of Lorentz invariance). If we take a

'nucleon' cavity state with three quarks in the ground (rz : 0) state, then with no

background fields we have

(5.e4)

Switching on a scalar potential of strength Vs : #î reduces eo by 6%, B by l0%

and M by 8%. Switching on a vector potential of the same strength, we increase

so by 8% and reduce B by a similar amount, so M stays constant. So we see that

introducing the background fields into the cavity approximation produces changes

in the energies of the cavity state which are of a similar magnitude to the fields

themselves.

LLz
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Chapter 6

Deep fnelastic Scattering on Btg
States

Fu - Returning

Freedom and progress lie ahead . . . mouernent ín any directíon wiII be of

aduantage . .. AU ... act'ions are in harmony wí,th the will of heauen.

The calculation of the matrix elements involved in DIS is extremely diffcult. This

is because we do not fully understand the non-perturbative QCD processes which

bind quarks and gluons into hadrons. However if we were to adopt some model

of confinement then it should be possible to calculate DIS matrix elements in that

model. This can serve not only to test quark confinement models, but also to enrich

our understanding of the matrix elements and the structure functions that may be

derived from them.

An obvious first choice of model is the MIT bag. As we have already noted in

Chapter 5, the MIT bag model has two of the desired features of QCD: absolute

confinement and asymptotic freedom. The property of asymptotic freedom is crucial

to the calculation of DIS matrix elements, and we expect that Bjorken scaling should
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follow from the asymptotic freedom in the model. The lack of chiral symmetry in

the MIT bag is not too great a concern. In Chapter 4 we calculated what the pionic

contribution to DIS looks like in the CBM. The effect was of the order of. ïYo of,

the total structure function Fr(r) integrated over all r, and was mostly at small

u. So we expect that at medium to large values of r the effects of breaking chiral

symmetry will be small.

Nlost of this chapter will be concerned with DIS in two spacetime dimensions.

As we have seen in Chapter 2, DIS is primariiy a lighi-cone process, so in doing

calculations in two rather than four dimensions we will not be discarding any of the

important light-cone physics. The two dimensional model has been an important

Iaboratory for the calculation of DIS matrix elements because of the relative ease

with which ideas can be tested.

At first sight, DIS in two dimensions appears impossible as the Compton am-

plitude for a vector current scattering off a Dirac particle in two dimensions in

fact vanishes fJaffe 75]. However using a hypothetical scalar current of the form

/(() : ,þ(€)rþG) leads to non-vanìshing matrix elements which are very similar to

the matrix elements in four dimensions. This similaritv between the two and four

dimensional cases further reassures us that we are not discarding any of the essential

physics of DIS by doing calculations in two dimensions.

We will look first at the original calculations of DIS mat¡ix elements by Jaffe

in the cavity approximation [Jaffe 75], and in the translation invariant -t6 approx-

imation [Jatre 81]. We will then turn to a second method of restoring translation
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invariance to the cavity approximation, the Peierls-Yoccoz projection IPY 57], and

calculate the quark dist¡ibution functions. These distributions a e an improvement

on the original cavity calculati<¡ns. In Section 6.3 we will examine the importance

of momentum conservation to these calculations, and we will see the important rôle

of the intermediate state. The final section brings together the Peierls-Yoccoz pro-

jection and the ideas concerning momentum conservation in the intermediate state,

to give us a new calculation of the quark distribution functions, which appears to

satisfy the physical constraints better than any previous calculation.

\Me note that our calculations of DIS matrix elements using bag states may well

break down at small r. In Chapter 2 we derived the relation l€tl < If Mr, fuom

which it follows that we require

1*'2Mr -o'1

in the static cavity approximation and ø > 0.05 in the case of the Peierls-Yoccoz

projected cavity. This is a fairly cautious lower limit [Tho 88].

6.L DIS in the Cavity Approxirnation

The first calculation of bag model matrix elements in DIS was done by Jaffe [Jatre 75].

We repeat that calculation here in order to set the stage for our later work, and to

introduce the problems associaied with the calculations. Jaffe computed the struc-

ture functions using the cavity approximation of Chapter 5 in both two and four

dimensions. As was expected, scaling emerged quite naturally, however the structure

functions extended into the non-physical region (, > 1). It was noted immediately
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that the problem of bad support for the structure functions arose from the break-

ing of translation invariance in the cavity approximation. A second problem was

that the calculation implied that the antiquark distributions were negative, which

violates the positivity restrictions on the distribution functions which we derived in

Chapter 2.

However a major success of this calculation was that it showed that an analysis

similar to that we used in the QPM in Chapter 2 can be applied to the calculation of

DIS matrix elements in the cavity approximation. This simplification of the problem

results from the interior of the bag having essentially no binding interactions.

The general structure function for DIS is conventionally given by:

da € e;t'Ê' 101¡J,(€),J" (o)l lp) "
(6. 1)

where the states have the covariant normalization

þlp,) : (2r)32po 6(qrø - Ð. (6.2)

Of course in two dimensions we drop the Lorentz indices as we are considering a

scalar current, and we alter the superscripts in an obvious way. Unfortunately the

bag states are not covariantly normalized, but normalized to unity. AIso, because

the cavity approximation breaks translation invariance, Jafe centred the cavity at

the origin and had the currents act at the two spacetime points {1 and {2. Thus he

obtained

W¡"r:*l

W¡,,
po I dn €, dn €, eic'(ü- êz) e llJ r((r), J 

" 
(€ùllT) 

"(2r)'z6(0)

where he defined
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lT) = [(2tr)32po 6{s)1¡¡1-t/z¡o¡ (6.4)

which is normalizedto unity. We may integrate over the average time ({f + €Ð12

in eqn. (6.3) which will cancel the delta function leaving

w ¡", : # I û I Ê e; ¿z $ 
"; 

eo t - ;s'. (eì -ei ) (r llJ t"(t, ir), l, (0, €;)llT ) . (6.5)

where M is the mass of the target state. For bag states the space integrals are re-

stricted to the interior of the bag, however in a fully translation invariant theory they

would have to be evaluated over ali space. Thus for our cavity in two dimensions,

where we drop the Lorentz indices, we have the structure function:

W:Y
2tr I o, Il,¿e, I' d,(, ¿itot-;t'(€,-€z) QllJ(t,€r), ./(0, fr)]1")". (6.6)

The commutator in eqn. (6.6) can be expanded in terms of the fields in the

cavity:

U(¿, (t), /(0, €r)l : 4(t, €t),9ca,r(r, €t, €z)q(0,4z)

-q(0, €, )S"u,"(- t, €r, €')q(t, €r) (6.7)

where ^9cav is the anticommutator function for the fields:

.9cav(f , €r, (z) = {q(t,€r), f(0, €z)}. (6.8)

The quark field in the two dimensional cavity was found in the previous chapter:

€)
eiE^ê'

(-I¡(^-ttz) 
"-;ø^¿

Tn1,q(t :hÐ'u*

LI7

e-iÛmt ) E^
2l

(6.e)



where the prime on the summation indicates that rr¿ is summed over half-odd inte-

gers. Using the usual anticommutation relations between the destruction and cre-

ation operators for fermions, the anticommutator function ^9cav can be calculated

explicitly:

scav(ú,€r,€r) : +t' ( f-*-+)";ø'1¿'*"' ";ø^(€t-€z) \
4I ? \ "-tø-(Êr-€z) 

(-ry"l-+r'"-o"t '*rrl )e-tøtçan¡

where the sum ranges over positive and negative r¿. The first term in the commuta-

tor, eqn. (6.7), is given by:

1 \-,-- i(E^-E^)t 
{(-t)**"-t (e;{ø^+ø^)(€r+€z) } ¿-¿(E^'tE-X€r+€z))

(+I¡' u "

+ (e;@^+ø^)(€r-€z) ! ¿-i(E^+ø"X€r-€,))) , (6.11)

where the first two terms are from the diagonal terms in the anticommutator func-

tion, and the final two terms are from the off-diagonal terms.

Now the integral over ú in eqn. (6.6) will give an energy conserving delta function

which tells us that go must be the energy difference of two cavity modes. The Bjorken

limit is defined:

q'-qolMæ, qo*- (6.12)

and we see that the diagonal and off-diagonal terms in the anticommutator give

vastly different results. Using the delta function to eliminate En, we have for the

integrals over the off-diagonal terms

but for the diagonal terms we have
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^sin(28^ - Mr)l ^sin(2qo * Mx +28*)I 
^' 2E^ - Mr 2qo + Mn *28*

Thus in the Bjorken limit the structure function becomes

where the matrix elements (TlbLb*lT') are taken to be unity.

Realistically we 'smear' the delta functions by averaging the structure function

W over a Gaussian distribution, where the spread of the Gaussian is much larger

than the energy gap rf2l. This will take into account the f.nite lifetimes of the

intermediate states. The final result then is:

ri;yw(øo,r): +,pr'{ (6.13)

(6.14)

where the cavity state's mass is given by

(6.15)

with the set {rn} labelling the quantum numbers of the state. Wca, is shown in

Fig. 6.1 for n quarks in the ground state.

As we stated earlier, eqn. (6.1a) displays explicit Bjorken scaling and is non-zero

for c ) 1. About 7% of the quark distribution function is in the kinematically

forbidden region. The second term in eqn. (6.14) would correspond, in the QPM,

to antipartons with negative distribution functions, so it is clearly a problem.

In Fig. 6.2 we show the three possible graphs for Compton scattering in the

cavity. The first term in eqn. (6.14) corresponds to the usual Compton diagram

Fig. 6.2a. The second term corresponds to the so-called'z-graph', Fig. 6.2b. Usually
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Fig 6.2 Diagroms for Compton scattering in the cavitg
approximation to the bag.



this graph is excluded for spacelike 92 because of momentum conservation. However

we have not guaranteed momentum conservation in the cavity so we must keep this

negative term. The third graph, Fig. 6.2c, is the so-called 'bubble graph' which

can only contribute to singlet operators eg. F2 (to the extent that we ignore the

exclusion principle for quarks in the cavity the final section of this chapter

for more). Jaffe's original calculation excluded these because they are disconnected

in free space, however BelI and co-workers [BelI* 78] calculated this contribution

on the basis that the interior of the cavity is different from free space as the pair

must have energies equal to one of the eigenenergies of the cavity. The result for

the contribution of the bubble graph is:

[y ørr,rru" ( 
" ) 

: #, F*' 
"t";rÊi lhyr#' (6.16)

Note that half of the first term of Wbrrbbl" cancels the z-graph term. The sum is

finite, and is a special case of the generalized Riemann zeta function or trigamma

function. In Fig. 6.3 we show the three contributions to the quark distribution

function arising from Compton scattering in the cavity for three quarks in the ground

state of the cavity.

Unfortunately in four dimensions the bubble graph gives a sum which is un-

bounded, which led Bell eú.ø/. to conclude that Bjorken scaling did not apply in

the cavity approximation. However again we also have a problem with momentum

conservation in bubble graphs, so it may be somewhat rash to w¡ite off the cavity

approximation all together, as a proper treatment of momentum conservation in the

cavity may well rectify the infinite contribution of the bubble term.
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It is useful to check the momentum sum rule. Recalling our result from Chapter

2 we have

kü,rurtr/P* : 
Io* 

d't2twç¿Y(x)' (6.17)

For three quarks in the ground state of the two dimensional cavity the contribution

from eqn. (6.14) is 3 x (0.35 - 0.02) : 1.0, and for three colours and two fl'avours of

iight quarks, the contribution from the bubble term eqn. (6'16) is 3 x 2 x 0.08 : 0'48'

Thus the momentum sum rule is oversaturated when we include the bubble graphs.

However even if the bubble graphs are excluded, we know that in the two dimensional

cavity the valence quark fields do not carry all of p+, some is carried by the cavity

walls, which means that we have overestimated the momentum carried by the valence

quarks in our calculation of the DIS matrix element. In four dimensions we have

a similar problem: the momentum sum rule gives 100% of p+ being carried by the

valence quarks. We would expect our DIS calculations to put less than L00% of the

momentum of the cavity on the valence quarks, and to put the remainder on 'sea'

distributions, somewhat similar to the 'bubble' tetms, but not oversaturating the

momentum sum rule.

We can examine the anticommutator function rSs¿y more closely. As we have

already seen, in the Bjorken limit only the off-diagonal terms contribute to the

propagator. Thus we have

J'
8/

in

D'll* "-u""(t+€r-€z) 
* 1- ¿-tø"(r-€1+€2)] (6.1g)

ÌL

*áp((+) + r-óp((-)l

lim Scav(¿ , tr, €r)
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where 4 : €, - 6z is the spacetime separation of the currents, and ôp is the periodic

(cavity) delta function

6p(1) - "-i'zrt/+II¿(g 
*4nI). (6.20)

,L

Now for free fi.eld.s the anticommutator function is [IZ S0]

c- L [ ¿rn u€(ko\6(k2)e-iË.€ (6.21)Dfree : 
^ld2k 

þ€(ko)6(k2)e-ik'e

: llr*r((*) +.r-¡((-)1. (6.22)
2'

Using eqn. (6.19) we obtain a structure function which is the sum over discrete delta

functions. 'smearing' these delta functions gives a continuous structure function,

which is the same as that which would have been obtained if we had used eqn. (6.22)

directly. Thus ^9cav and S¡"" yield the same structure function in the Bjorken

timit. This means that we can apply QPM-like analysis to our calculations of matrix

elements using bag states because the struck quark is essentially free, as in the QPM,

and so travels along the light-cone unafected by the bag boundaries or other quarks

in the bag. In two dimensions the equivalence of ,9cav and S¡r"" in the Bjorken limit

is completely general, so we can- use it in our later calculations. This equivalence

also holds in four dimensions, as was shown by Jaffe and Patriscioiu [JP 75] using a

proof that imitated Huygen's principle for the propagation of light.

6.2 Translation Invanance

The lack of translation invariance in the cavity approximation is a very serious

handicap in our calculations of DIS matrix elements using bag states. 
'We 

cannot,
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for instance, calculate the moments of the structure functions beyond the second or

third moment, as for large r¿ the high c contributions to the structure functions lead

to infinities. We would like to be able to use translation invariant states in order to

get the correct support for the structure functions. In Chapter 5 we introduced the

.Ls approximation to the full quantum bag theory in two dimensions, which avoided

ordering ambiguities yet retained translation invariance. We shall soon make use

of the .ts approximation and also a method commonly used in nuclear physics, the

Peierls-Yoccoz (PY) approximation, to calculate DIS structure functions. Firstly

we need to find an expression for the quark distribution function for translation

invariant states in two dimensions.

The structure function in two dimensions will be given by

Lrw : L I d'¿ 
";o'elplV(€), 

J(o)llp)". (6.23)
4rJ

Now expanding the current commutator in terms of the quark fields, and using

eqn. (6.22) for the anticommutator function in the Bjorken limit, we obtain

IimW
Bj

lim
q-+@

lim
g-+oo

# I d,€+de- e;q+€-+;q-c-þlø(g)tr*6(€*) + 7-ó(€-)lú(0)

-,r(0)h+ó(€+) + -y- 6(€-)1,þ(€)lp)" (6.24)

L I I d,€+ eiq-e+ þþpT*)t-,þ(0) -'{'(0h-rp?*)lp)"le-=o I
t" ì. * I d,e- eiq+e- þyúG-h+,ri (0) - ú(oh*,þ(€-)lp)"le*=o J 

'

(6.25)

Now the integral over (+ in eqn. (6.25) may be evaluated by parts, and is seen to

vanish as q- ---+ oo. Thus we have the same expression in two dimensions as v¡e

had in four dimensions, eqn. (2.56), for the structure function, except that in two
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dimensions we have dropped any reference to the transverse components (]. This

is exactly what we expect from the light-cone nature of DIS and the fact that we

can use the free propagator inside the bag. Thus as in four dimensions, we obtain

Fr("): *D."'"(f"@) + /-(")) (6.26)
a

where eo is the charge on a quark of flavour ø, and

f"(x)

l.@)

* t d'{ ¿-i'n+e- þl'þI*G-)ú'+(o)lp)"

-* I o, ¿-izp+ ¿-þløi*(o)ø"*(€- 
) lp)"

(6.27)

(6.28)

: -f"?"). (6.29)

Translation invariance limits the support of the distribution functions to ¿ ( 1.

6.2.t The tro Approximation

In Chapter 5 we found the full translation invariant two dimensional bag quark field

operator, eqn. (5.65). In the -ts approximation the bag becomes a cavity of fixed

length, which is free to move, and the field operator becomes fJaffe 81]

F-:-

g+,0(o) : +ld'eåo^s(a)l# (6.30)

9@) : + t*: ¿" "-iaMz/frg(") (6.31)
J2 J -,frt

where g(z) is the plus component of the cavity approximation wavefunction, 2/ is the

length of the cavity in its rest frame, and r\. is the Lorentz boost operator. Substi-

tuting eqn. (6.30) into our expression for the quark distribution function eqn. (6.27)
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and dropping the f.avour indices we obtain

ro*) : # I d,.- I ## "i(7-r)P+t-

x (plgt (a,)e-ia'tt 
"-iP'Ê "t"ng(o) lp)". (6.32)

where the subscript 0 indicates that /(c) is calculated using the -[o approximation.

Now the boost operator and the energy-momentum operator do not commute, but

from the commutation relation eqn. (5.55), we can derive the identity

"-iøhp"iatt 
: peo (6.33)

from which it follows that

"-ialr"-iP.ê,"iatt - 
exp(_ip.(e"). (6.34)

'We now have a boost acting on our momentum eigenstate lp)

"-;(a'-a)rr1o) 
: l"o-.'p), (6.35)

and since the matrix element is now diagonal in momentum we may take the states

to be at rest and extract a factor

4rp6(p - ""-o'p) 
: 4r6(a - rr'). (6.36)

This ieaves

"fo(') = # | ae- | d,a ei('-"-")p+t- þ' - olgt( o)s(o)lp'- 0)". (6.37)

Now the integral over (- yields a delta function

2tr "- e*) : Ztf2tr L 
6(o - rn(1 - r))p*ô(t-r-e'): M r_r¿

r28
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which means that /(r) only has support for r ( 1,

Now evaluating 9(a), een. (6.31) gives

and so we have

(dI
M'-,

It Lt
\,/ I' n

)

(6.3e)

(6.40)

(6.41)
"fo(r) 

: Ml 1

r l-æ
.-, sin2(28*l + MIa) 

,

*ent+uø la=r¡(l-c)'

Comparing eqn. (6.41) with the first term of eqn. (6.14) we have the result

[Ja,ffe 81]

1

"fo(') 
: f;f.""(- ln(l - ")) (6.42)

where .f"av is the quark distribution function calculated in the cavity approximation.

The factor (1 - ")-t can be thought of as a Jacobian factor for the transformation,

eqn. (6.42), which ensures that the integral of /¡(ø) over all r is unity.

Now /6(æ) is positive for ø < 0. This implies that we still have z graphs per-

sisting in the -Ls approximation which lead to negative antiquark distributions' In

Fig. 6.4 we show the positive quark and negative quark distributions calculated us-

ing eqn. (6.42).'We see that the -ts approximation has not overcome the problems

associated with z graphs or bubble graphs.

If we take the ø + 1 limit we have
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In fact the structure function oscillates wildly as r -r 1. This behavior would

probably not be detectable experimentally because of experimental acceptancest

but it is worrying to have this strange behavior in the theoretical structure function

where it is certainly not expected.

We can again check the momentum sum rule. We find that for three quarks

in the ground state the sum rule is nearly saturated, that is the quark fields are

carrying close to L00% of the plus component of momentum of the bag state.

Unfortunately the -Ls approximation is not directly generalizable to four dimen-

sions because there are no solutions to the four dimensional bag which respect trans-

lation invariance, and hence nothing like the .Ls approximation is available to us.

However Jaffe [Jaffe 81] and Jaffe and Ross [JR 80] hypothesized that the transfor-

mation eqn. (6.42) holds in four dimensions, and they then used the quark distribu-

tion functions in four dimensions to calculate the moments of Fz and F3 in the bag.

Using QCD moment analysis (see Chapter 2) and the experimental values of the

moments at large Q2, they extrapolated the twist two results until they agreed with

their calculated moments, which happened around Q" = 0.7GeV2. We note that

this calculation is of some importance to the CRRJ model of dynamical rescaling

which we reviewed in Chapter 3.

6.2.2 The Peierls- Yoccoz Method

In order to remove the effects of centre of mass motion from the dynamics of a

collective body of particles eg. a nucleus of nucleons or a bag of quarks, Peierls

and Yoccoz (PY) proposed a superposition of the particle wavefunctions IPY 57].
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That is, the lack of translation invariance in the particle wavefunctions leads to a

degeneracy since,r/(d-i) has the same energy eigenvalue as tþ(i). So we can remove

the degeneracy by forming a new wavefunction which is some linear combination of

the old wavefunctions

,þ'(i): la3lx(Ò,þ(i-Ð. (6.44)

The state ry'' is now a momentum eigenstate. The function y(fl can be determined

by variational principles to be proportional to exp(+iã.r-) where ã it th" momentum

of the state. The constant of proportionality, /-1, which may be dependent or, Ë, i,

found from the normalization of the states

$' 1Êr¡..¡'' çÉr¡ : (2tr)32klt{3)(ÉL - ir)

: I a"rra"r, 
"-;1Ê,'r,-Ê,''ùló, 

(Ë)ó(Ëù11úer)rþ(ír). (6.45)

In our case rüe want to form a momentum eigenstate lp) from our solutions to

the two dimensional cavity approximation [Wong 81]

Þ) : ffi, I a, "'o'1a,ç,¡¡ (6.46)

where lA"(")) is our cavity state with the quantum numbers labelled by ,. Using

the normalization (plp') : 4rpo6(p - p') we find

ló*@)f : # | a, 
"n,' 

qa^?, lz)lB*(r l2)l (6.47)

The matrix element in eqn. (6.47) is called the Hill-Wheeler overlap function IHW 53],

denoted I^(r), and the normalization /(p) is proportional to the square root of its

Fourier transform.
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We note that our momentum eigenstates lp) are not in fact exact eigenstates of

energy. PY showed that for an harmonic oscillator potential the projected wave-

function ,þ'(*) gives the correct centre of mass kinetic energy Ê'¡Ztlrt,, but in general

the kinetic energy differs from this by a factor close to unity. Also the PY approxi-

mation is only gooá fo, small d, if th" velocity of the centre of mass approaches that

of the internal particles, then the approximation, which is based on a stationary

potential, is expected to fail.

For DIS from bag states we shall form an eigenstate at rest using the PY method.

The mass of the eigenstate will be slightly lower than the mass of the cavity state.

To see this we evaluate

M(t) : -0 Hcav -0
(p':olp':o)

: Dn^+n
{^}

:Q 'a) P,:O (6.48)(p':ol1 :o)

where the energy eigenvalues E^ are the same as those of the cavity approximation

(because kinetic energy is translation invariant): E^: rml2l, and u is the cavity's

'volume' operator. The matrix element in eqn. (6.48) just gives 2/ in the cavity

approximation where the two states must overlap completel¡ but with the PY

projection the states do not overlap completely, which lowers the value of the matrix

element to 0.87 x 2/. Taking 0M l0l : 0 fixes the mass

Ml :2D E^l (6.49)
{^}

as before, but because the bag constant B in eqn. (6.48) is also the same, the length

/ must increase which means M decreases by about 6%.
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We may now insert our states lp' = 0) projected from cavity states with three

quarks in the ground state into the expression for the quark distribution function in

two dimensions eqn. (6.27) to obtain

r@): *ffi I o" e-i'P*e- | a,rar,

x (83(r1) lr/I((- )rt, *(o) | 
Ba (rz) ) " 

|6* =o

where ft(¡) is the normalization appropriate to the three quark state at rest:

('-#)'-' " Eo, (6.51)

The operator ry' removes a quark from the ground state, and changing coordinates

to -R : (r1t r2)l2t r : (r1 - 12) gives

r@) : *ffilar laaa'¿-ãaP+¿-

x,å+(-€- - R - l).'"oeo 
uo*(-Ã + il <a(illl,(;))le*=o (6.52)

where the matrix element has no dependence on -R and u¡(r) is the ground state

eigenfunction in the cavity at time zero:

1L 
=.iEo, tr^ _ L (6.5g)uo+(r) : ;¿e'""' , 

no: 
41.

Now the matrix element in eqn. (6.52) is .I2(-r), so it is convenient to work with its

Fourier transform lór@)12, and with the Fourier transforms of the eigenfunctions

I rzt

-I
2M J -zt

ld'(o)l' : dr

(6.50)

í,o+(k) : I a, e¿k'usa(r) : Jl
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Then eqn. (6.52) becomes

x e-ikt(€t +R+r /2) eik2(R-t /2) e-¿ksr

x ú[ + (k r) t/t o + (k 2) (2 k3 
I ö 

" 
@ ù l', ) (6.55)

Now the integrals over the space coordinates l? and r yield delta functions relating

kt, kz and k3. Thus we have

r@)

r@)

Jf 1 1 ,#6Fffi | u- | aaa' I an'an'ak" ¿-i'n+Êo 
"i'oeo

#ffi I# lae- u-;on+€-"t(Eo-k)êo

xa[*(rc)ao+(-k)(zkoló"Ø)l\ (6.56)

MI sinz(2ûsl - MIæ) 2kolö2(Eo - M*)1,
(6.57)

lt (zEoI - Mtx)2 2MlhQ)12

Thus we obtain the same quark distribution as in the unprojected case, modified by

the Fourier transforms of the Hill-Wheeler overlap functions for two and three quark

states. Unfortunately the kinematic region r ) l is still allowable in this calculation

because we do not ensure that the intermediate state is on the mass-shell after the

struck quark has been removed, and because our states are not eigenstates of p+.

However the contributions in the region u ) 1 are greatly damped (see Fig. 6.5).

We find IST s8b] that over 99.5% of f (r) is in the region 0 < æ ( l, so this is a

good improvement on the unprojected cavity approximation calculation of Section

6.1' We note that this method has been used by Bickerstaff and Thomas IBT 8Zb]

in four dimensions using Gaussian wavefunctions, and independently by Benesh and

Miller IBM 87] in two and four dimensions using cavity wavefunctions.
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To improvethis calculation, we could use the Peierls-Thouless projection IPT 62]'

which would project our momentum eigenstates on to an energy eigenstate, and so

ensure that we stay in the kinematically allowed region. Unfortunately it is very

diffi.cult to determine the function X(Ê,t which would multiply our wavefunctions

under the integral.

checking the sum rules on our two dimensional calculation we find

lo* 
a* lçr¡ (6.58)0.92

t l"* dx nf (n) 0.92, (6.5e)

which again indicates that the valence quarks are carrying all of the p+ of the target.

We also note that the negative z graph term still persists in this calculation, being

given, as in the unprojected case, by changing the minus signs in eqn. (6.57) to plus,

and with an overall minus sign.

6.3 Mornetttrtttt Conservation

We noted in the previous section that unphysical contributions to the structure

functions can arise if the spectator quarks do not form an on mass-shell state, This

is true both in the cavity approximation and in the PY projected version of the

cavity. We would like to see if imposing momentum conservation constraints on the

intermediate state can improve the support and other properties of the structure

functions.

The quark distribution function in two dimensions is given by eqn. (6.27). As in

the QPM in Chapter 2 we may insert a complete set of states Ð"1"1("1 : 1 between
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the quark fieid operators. Then assuming translation invariance of the operators we

can translate the (- dependence out 
"1rþI, 

and integrate over €- to obtain

1.
f "@) 

: ø+ 6(p* - tp+ - p|)lfulrþ"+(0)lp)l', (6.60)

where p,o is the momentum of the intermediate state In), which is the same as \¡/e

obtained in the QPM, eqn. (2.61). The delta function fixes pI : (I - ,)p*, and if

the state lrz) is on-shell then pI > 0, which implies that r ( 1.

Taking the double Fourier transform of the cavity quark field in light-cone coor-

dinates, we obtain the momentum space representation

,p(k-,k+) : r-'/tÐ' b*(k)6(k- + tc+ -'nE^)

* ( i"fATL:,r,!^,) \ (6 61)^ \ io('/zt'+t¡ )
= 2rl'u*tçt - + k+ - 'Æn,"¡gçt 

*¡ (6.62)
rn

where js is the circular Bessel function io(*) : sin(ø)/2.

Now to a first approximation we treat the intermediate state as two quarks both

on the mass-shell ie. with fr+ > 0. This ignores the binding of the quarks in the

intermediate state as bound quarks can have k+ < 0 in a state wifh p[ ) 0. Thus

this is a 'quasi-free' approximation. The matrix element in eqn. (6.60) can then be

written

lþ|,þ"*lp)l' : I an¡ an; a*{ lç(nl)l'lçQr|)l'lv&{)1"

x6(kj - ry+)6(p+ - kl - kT - k!) (6.63)

where the delta functions remind us that the struck quark carries momentumfraction

z, and that we have put all of the momentum of the target onto the valence quarks.
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Before 'vve can insert the matrix element in to eqn. (6.60) we need to multiply

by p+ to account for the fact that the normalization of the states g is 2r not 4r M .

The quark distribution function thus becomes

r"@) : *þ,,o*(rp\l' Io"-oo* 
arl lr( 

)p+-¡l 
atc leftfil'lçroÐl'\/ 

x6((1 -')P+ - k{ - kl) (6'64)

Ml siú(2Ûsl - Mlx)
(2EoI - Mlr)2

, 
fo"-"'o* 

d,k+le@\l'le((r - *)p+ - k\l'.

We recognize the cavity quark distribution function which, as in the case of the

PY projection, is multiplied by a damping function, the integral over the momenta

of the spectators. This integral cuts off the distribution function at x : I and so

enforces momentum conservation.

We see in Fig. 6.6 that this structure function is similar in shape to that of the

,L6 approximation, and also the PY projected cavity approximation. We again note

that the momentum sum rule is saturated IST 88b] as in our previous calculations.

However this time we expected this to be the case as we ignored binding and put

all of the plus component of momentum of the target on to the valence quarks.

This now suggests that in our previous calculations we have unconsciously done

the same: ignored the rôle of binding in the target and intermediate states. Ii is

possible that this has come about through an attitude to the QPM rvhich is too

slavish, however given the success of the QPM and the encouraging fact that our

bag model calculations all show scaling behavior indicative of asymptotic freedom,

we will perservere within the current framework. However we need to examine more
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closely our assumptions about the QPM and the bag model.

6.4 DIS Flom a Bound System of Quarks

We want to find a prescription to calculate, using bag model states, the quark

distribution functiôn:

l@):* td,{ ¿-i'n+e-þl,rl(C-)t/.,(0)lp)"ls+=o (6.66)

and other similar distribution functions. We have seen that if we use a bag field

operator at this stage we break translation invariance. \Me need to retain translation

invariance and hence gua,rantee momentum conservation at the quark- target vertex.

Where we have translation invariance \rye may write

,il(€) : eiþ'e, úl(o)"-nø.e (6.62)

where p is the full energy-momentum operator for the strongly interacting system.

Now, as in the QPM in Chapter 2, we may introduce a complete set of states,

D" l") þl : I with momentum pn and rest mass Mn, into eqn. (6.66). Because both

the states lp) and In) are eigenstates of f, we have

r@) : *+ I hl æ- ei(p+-'p+-pr)e- lþþÞ+(0)lp)"12 ls+=o (6.68)

: #+1ffiu"'f -(1 -')p+)l('lú*(0)lp)l'' (6'6e)

At this stage we can no\ry use bag states, provided that the state is translation

invariant. Thus we use the Peierls-Yoccoz (PY) procedure to construct our initial

state, at rest, from bag states containing three quarks in the ground state:
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lp) : [dr(o)]-' / d.r las(r)) (6.70)

where lB.(")) is a MIT bag state centred at r containing three ground state quarks.

The choice of the intermediate states In) is crucial. Obviously In) must be the result

of acting on the initial state lp) with the operator Ú+. W" choose the intermediate

states to be MIT bag states with the same radius as the initial state, but with a

different number of quarks. That is, the result of the operator t/1 acting on lp) is

to ad.d or subt¡act quanta from the bag. The bag radius is taken to be constant

because, on the typical time scales of DIS, the change in bag radius caused by

the addition or subtraction of quanta takes a long time. Again we apply the PY

procedure to construct an approximate momentum eigenstate:

lr) : ló¡@,)l-' I d,, ";,;'lB¡(")) (6'71)

where j labels the quanta in the intermediate state.

We need now to consid.er the delta function in eqn. (6.69). This delta functioir

fixes pf to be (L - *)p+, but we need to convert this to a delta function which fixes

p!* the momentum of the intermediate state. 'We have

fp;: 1
(p'* + M3 + @',")',) (6.72)

rÆ

where Mn is the rest mass of the intermediate state. Manipulating the delta function

we obtain

d(pr-(1 -,)p+) :#lr.ffffil ,.u(,"-ryW) ru',r

It may seem surprising that as , -+ 1., pI - 0 but p; -. -oo. However in this limit

we are removing a very fast quark from the initial state, which is at rest. Thus the
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intermediate state will have a large recoil in order to conserve momentum. We note

that we must expect the PY projection to break down in the r -'+ I limit, as it is

based on a static approximation, as was discussed in section 6.2.2.

The first term in our sum over the states ln) will use the most obvious intermedi-

ate state, which contains two quarks in the ground state. Using our PY projections,

eqns. (6.70) and (6.71), the matrix element in eqn. (6.69) becomes

(nll¡(O)lp) : lOtr@-)O"Q)l^ I d,ri,rze-ip'n"'(8"(rùl',þ+(o)lBa(rz)) (6.74)

: IOL@-)6"@)I^ | d,Rd,r 
"-¿oi' 

uo+(-r)e-in'"R lBr(fi)lar(o))

: lzpiOI@!")/d.(o)l í'o+(p!,) (6.75)

where ûs(p) is the Fourier transform of the ground state eigenfunction.

Thus the first term in the quark distribution function, denoted /t(")' is given by

/,(') : #1,.
M2

(1 - *)'
M:

],ffi@o+(n,*)l2|n;=lt,t"1t_")2_M3)/z(I_r)M(6.76)

We can see by inspection that fi(z) is only defined for r ( 1, hence we have the

correct support for the structure functions. We also see that for negative r, the quark

distribution function is again positive, implying a negative antiquark distribution.

It is now time to address the problem of the negative antiquark distribution

functions. In Section 2.5.2 we saw that the QPM emerged when we made a choice

of the kinematic region ie. range of ø, and of the diagrams we wished to consider.

For quark distribution functions the QPM is only applicable in the region z ) 0, so

the formalism we have thus far been using only applies for positive r. For negative ø

the quark distribution function is a sum of the connected diagram plus the partially
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connected diagrams, as \ryere shown in Fig. 2.7, ar-.d we have not yet attempted to

take these partially connected graphs into account. However when r is negative

it is possible to define a quark distribution function in the QPM in terms of the

antiquark d.istribution function at positiae c. using the results of Section 2.5'1 we

have

f"?"): -fu@) $'77)

-ø [U-¿-irp*¿-þlrþ"+G-)r¿j*(o)lp)"16+=o (6.28)
+1t J

: -]=t / !0"^;¡tr* -tp+ -pÐl(rlúi*(0)lp)l', r ) 0. (6.7e)

^Æ 
? I +rpo*"'

Thus all the structure functions in the QPM are defined in terms of distribution

functions at positive ¿ and using the QPM analysis in the bag model will not lead

to negative antiquark distributions. Instead we must calculate different matrix ele-

ments to those we have thus far calculated. On inspection we see that only 'bubble-

like' contributions to the antiquark distributions can occur, at least when we only

include valence quarks in our model.

Now the operator ,þ* @Ð involves two types of terms: those in b (d) which

destroy a quark (antiquark), and those i" ¿t (ót) which create an antiquark (quark).

Thus we also expect a term in the quark distribution function in which the interme-

diate state In) contains three ground state quarks plus an antiquark. Since the mass

of this intermediate state M| is greater than that of the target state, this term will

peak near r: (M - MÐlM, which is less than zero. Thus in the physical region

(" > 0) this new term will contribute mainly at small z. We note that this behavior

is similar to that expected from the qQ'sea'.
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We need to have this new term contributing to the connected matrix element in

eqn. (6.66). Now the operator prod.uct ,¿l(€-)ú+(o) involves four types of terms:

btb, ddt , ótdt and db. Tlne ótó term simply corresponds to the first term in the quark

distribution function where a quark is removed from the target and later inserted

back. The terms in ótdt and d,b vanish as lrye cannot form any physical intermediate

states. The term in ddf is usually assumed to vanish, as in a free field theory it

can only contribute to a disconnected matrix element. However the bag model is

certainly not a free theory, and it is possible for an antiquark to be inserted into

the target bag, interact inside the bag, and then be removed. That is, similar

to the bubble contributions and the z graphs, a pair is created and one of the pair

interacts with the bag while the other travels along the light-cone where it eventually

annihilates with its partner. We must consider the intermediate state carefully.

We are inserting an antiquark into the cavity, where it will be in an eigenstate.

Now it can occupy any of the antiquark levels in the bag, and to find the total

contribution to the quark distribution function we need to sum over all these levels ie.

sum over all the possible intermediate states. However by far the largest contribution

comes when the antiquark is inserted into the ground state of the cavity. The reason

for this is simply that this intermediate state will have the smallest mass M| of. any

of the intermediate states, which will mean that the peak of this contribution is

the closest to x :0, and so is the largest contribution for positiue a. The next

contribution (from inserting the antiquark in the first excited state) gives less than

fi% of the first, and if we insert the antiquark in the rnth level, then its contribution
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goes asymptotically likelf m3, so the series is dominated by the frrst term.

For the new term, the matrix element in eqn. (6.69) becomes

("1ú+(0) lp) o [ón(p) I ó"Q)]aå*þ;) (6.80)

and the new term in the quark distribution function is

r z @) : # lt . ##l'#ffi wl + @ ^) 12 ln ;=trø, 1t - c)2 - M r] / 2 (t - a) M ( 6. 8 1 )

We note that this term is positive.

Now the ótó contributions to /(z) have three components, one for each quark in

the initial bag state. However the new ddt contributions of eqn. (6.81)will have six

components in two dimensions, two fl.avours and three colours, and in four dimen-

sions the addition of spin will allow twelve components

In a similar fashion ï¡e may use eqn. (6.79) to calculate the antiquark distribution.

As we mentioned earlier, our target contains no valence antiquarks, so the only

contribution to the antiquark distribution comes from terms in ótb in ú+(€-),rl(0).

This will correspond to a quark being inserted into the target, interacting inside

the bag, and then being removed. It witi have the same shape and sign as f2(x),

eqn. (6.81). However there are only three components instead of the six above, as

three of the available levels for a ground state quark are already occupied in the

intermediate state.

Thus we identify half of the six ddt terms in f2(x) with valence quark contri-

butions, and the remaining half is identified with the fl.avour symmetric sea. In

four dimensions the sea contribution is larger because there are more energy levels
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available to the sea quarks because of spin. The sea distribution is intrinsic to the

bag, and it is positive. This sea arises from the fact that matrix elements which

may be disconnected in a free field theory are connected in bag theory. This points

to a fundamental difference between the vacuum inside the bag, which has discrete

energy levels, and free space, where energy levels are continuous.

Obviously the value of the mass of the recoiling intermediate state is crucial to

our determination of fi(c) and /2(c). As we mentioned earlier, we have taken for

our intermediate states cavity states with one less, or one more' quark than the

initial state, and the same binding energy as the initial state. We now appear to

have a problem in that the intermediate state will have a net colour charge, and

so should have infi.nite mass. However we must remember though that the 'free'

struck quark travelling along the light-cone (which also has a net coLour charge)

and the intermediate state do not travel 'far' from one another. That is to say

that if v/e \Mere able to separate the struck quark and the intermediate state, there

would be an infinite energy associated with an infinite string between them, but

asymptotic freedom tells us that this is not the case and that the colour f.ux line

between the struck quark and the intermediate state only has a finite (and small)

energy associated with it. A possible reason for this is that on the short time scales

of DIS a large flux string (with infinite energy) does not have time to grorv.

Using the mass formula for the cavit¡ we can calculate the masses of the inter-

mediate states Mn and IUI'" in terms of the mass of the initial state M, where the

initial state contains as usual three quarks in the ground state
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(6.82)

Using these masses \4/e are able to calculate the distribution functions "fr,r(r), see

Fig. 6.7. We find

*'r:l*Mn :!ru
6

l"
I
dr fy(x) 9r%

dx xf1(r) sr%

lo' 
o* fz(x) : 5.2%

lo' 
o, rz@) : 0.6%

r1
,J"

(6.83)

(6.84)

so now the valence quarks are clearly not carrying all of the four momentum of the

target but around 80% of it. We note that decreasing Mn to lM leads to the valence

quarks saturating the momentum sum rule, as we saw in our earlier calculations.

So the choice of intermediate mass is indeed crucial. This again highlights the

importance of the binding of the quarks and the nature of the interior of the bag.

The total area under fi(r) and /2(c) is about 96%. We presume that the missing

4% of. the valence quark distribution is lost because the Peierls-Yoccoz projection

for the intermediate states breaks down at large ø.

We also note the presence of unphysical zeroes in the distribution functions

fi(ø) and fz@). These zeroes occur because in the two dimensional bag there are

no transverse components in the momenta of the bag or its constituent quarks. lVe

do not expect to see these zeroes in four dimensional calculations. In practice we

can avoid any bad side effects of the zeroes by averaging the distributions around

the zeroes.
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Chapter 7

Properties of the Quark
Distrilcution F\rnctions

Kên - Stillness

When all mouement and resting take place at the appropri'ate times, one's

progress i,s brilliant.

7,L Structure F\rnctions

In the final section of the previous chapter we presented a novel method of calculating

quark distribution functions using the wave functions of a two dimensional bag

model. We now wish to use these distributions to calculate the structure functions

measured by experiments, and to compare with experimental determinations'

We have calculated two diferent distribution functions:

ft(x) _ contributions to q(z) from óTb terms,

fz@) : contributions to q(z) ftom ddt terms

: contributions to q(u ) from óót terms.

We saw that in addition to the valence quark distributioo qn(*) : ft(r) + lr@)
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there is an unavoidable sea quark distribution qs(ø) : grr@) (the factor of three

arises from colour). Now we can calculate the experimentally observed neutrino

structure functions Fr(*) -- Fí* (") + FiN (x) and æF3(t) : ttrT't( x) + nFiN (x)

Fr(") : Ð"(q"(") + øa(r))

3r(f1(r) + e/z(c)) as there is no flavour dependence (7'1)

æFs(x) Ðr(q"(r) - ea(x))

a

o,

: Jr(f1(r) + /r(")). (7.2)

These are shown in Fig. 7.1 along with the antiquark distributioî rq'. We can

compare this directty with the experimental measurements plotted in Fig. 2.11.

We note that the shapes of the structure function xft(x) agree qualitatively,

which tells us that our calculations of the valence quark distribution compare well

with the experimental determinations. However our calculated F2(x) is not at all

like the experimental'structure function in the range 0 < ø < 0.3. The reason for

this is that the sea distributions differ greatly, as is seen by comparing the curves

denoted Q, in Fig. 2.11 arLd. xQÚ in Fig. 7.1, both of which show the mornentum

dist¡ibution of the sea. Experimentally rve see that at low z the sea ca¡ries a sig-

nifi.cant proportion of the momentum of the nucleon, whereas our calculations put

very little momentum on the sea quarks. Recalling the results of Section 2.6, as the

momentum transfer of the lepton probe Q2 increases, we observe more sea quarks.

This implies that our calculations must correspond to a low value of Q2 as we only

calculate a small sea. This agrees qualitatively with the conclusions of Jaffe and

Ross [JR 80], who calculated that the Q2 appropriate for twist two matrix elements
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in the .Ls approximation'tras around 0.7 GeV2'

We also note that in the limit ø -+ 0 our calculated sea distribution gives a

finite number of sea quarks, whereas the experimental sea distribution shows an

infi.nite number of sea quarks. This behavior of the experimental sea distribution

agrees with the predictions of Regge theory ILP 82,AGT 69] where an' SU(2) singlet

'Pomeron'is exchanged between the nucleon and the lepton probe. In our bag model

calculations we have not included any Regge effects, so we do not expect to calculate

an infinite number of sea quarks at low r. Finally we should remind ourselves of

the argument at the beginning of Chapter Six that our calculations of DIS structure

functions in the bag model are probably only applicable for z greater than - 0.05,

so we do not expect to be able to accurately predict the low ø behavior of the sea

(or valence) distributions.

Having calculated the structure functions F2(r) and øF3(r), we should check

that they satisfy the sum rules given in Section 2.7. For the Adler sum rule we

obtain

Io' 
o,

1

lFío(*) - Fí'(r)l: 0.e6

dr lFle(x) + Fí"): 2.89

(7.3)r

which is in good agreement with the QPM expected value of 1. For the Gross -

Llewellyn-Smith sum rule we have

l"' (7-4)

which also agrees reasonably well with the results of the QPM. In fact next-to-

leading order QCD gives the value of this integral as 3(1 -g'(Q')1412),where 92 is
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given by eqn. (2.88), and, Q2 is the scale at which the measurements (or calculations)

are taken.

We also have the results that

l"' dx F{(r):0.85 (7.5)

and

lo' 
o*'¡J(") :0.83 (7.6)

which show that about 85% of.the plus component of momentum of the bag is carried

by quarks and antiquarks, and that only a small part of this is carried by the sea,

83% is on the valence quarks. Presumably the remaining 15% or so is carried by the

binding field of the bag. Experimentally (in the four dimensional world) the integral

over F2(x) is around 50%, indicating that the binding glue carries about half of the

momentum of the nucleon. Again the difference between the experimental results

and our calculation implies that our calculations are appropriate for a low value of

Q,.

7.2 One Gluon Exchange

In our calculations of the quark distribution functions and other structure func-

tions, we have so far neglected the effect of one gluon exchange (OGE) in the bag

model. As we saw in Chapter Five, one gluon exchange leads to a hyperfine split-

ting between the nucleon and the delta. Thus the mass of the 'proton' bag state

is lowered by about 150 MeV, this lowering being shared equally between the two
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quark fl.avours u and d (we ignore the strange component of the sea as this is small).

More importantly for our calculations, the recoiling states will have different flavour

content and hence different masses. As the two dimensional bag model neglects spin

(which is important in the OGE, see eqn. (5.20)), our philosophy in this section is to

avoid the actual mechanics of the OGE, and to treat our model as a two dimensional

analogue of the four dimensional model.

We consider first the contribution of di-quark intermediate states. In the case of

the u distribution the appropriate recoil state has flavour content ud, rvhereas for

the the d distribution the recoil state will be uu. The OGE lowers the mass of the uu

state relative to the ud state. This will have the effect of shifting the d distribution

to lower ø, and the u distribution to higher o, as \ry'as discussed in the final section of

Chapter Six. In the case of four quark intermediate states, the differences between

the masses of the differently flavoured recoil states will be small (from the form of

eqn. (5.20)), and we shall ignore it for the time being. If we think of adding a quark

or an antiquark to a colourless three quark state, the OGE will have little effect on

the inserted quark or antiquark.

The effects of introducing the OGE can be seen in Fig.7.2. The valence u

distribution is moved to higher ø, while the valence d distribution moves to lower r,

thus proportionally more of the momentum of the proton is being carried by the u

quarks.

There will also be a difference between the sea dist¡ibutions us(r): us(r) and

ds(*): ds(*). It is easiest to see how the difference in sea distributions in the
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proton arises in the case of the antiquark distributions u(r) and d(ø). In each case

the appropriate intermediate state is formed by inserting a quark into the ground

state of the three quark cavity. But only one u quark can be inserted into the

ground state of the proton (two of the three states are occupied by the valence

quarks), whereas two d quarks can be inserted into the ground state. Thus we

have d5(ø) :2as(æ). In the four dimensional model, where we have spin, the ratio

ã(r) la(x) : 514, a value close to that obtained by Feynmann and Field [FF 77]. So

we conclude that SU(2) symmetry is broken by the sea, and quite badly in the case

of our two dimensional model. In Fig. 7.3 we show our calculated sea distributions

us(r) and d5(r).

We also note that the OGE affects slightly our normalizations of the quark

distributions. We obtain the integrals:

Io' 
o* un(*)

lo' 
o* d,r(*)

Iot 
o* ur(*)

lot 
o* æuy(x) : 0.561.86,

l"'

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.e)

I,
1

0.88, dx rdy(x) : 0.23

0.054, dx rus(x) : 0.008

So for the Adler and Gross - Llewellyn-Smith sum rules we obtain 0.98 and 2.74

respectively.

In Section 2.7 we saw that use of the Nachtmann relationlla < F;"lFíp < 4

led to the conclusion that at high n, d(x) < "(") in the proton. However our calcu-

lations do not reproduce this. In Fig. 7 .4 we have plotted the ratio Ff" (x) I Ffp (x) .

Unfortunately the oscillatory behavior of the quark distribution functions at large

r makes it diffcult to calculate the Nachtmann ratio in this region. \Me note that
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at medium r the ratio falls well beiow unity in agreement with experimental data

[Lp S2]. However in the r -+ I limit the trvo distributions z(r) and d(r) that we

have calculated have similar behavior, leading to a ratio close to one. This may

well be due to the breakdown of our approximation for the recoil state in the high

r region.

7.3 Effects of Background Fields

A nucleon in a nucleus is affected. by the nuclear scalar and vector fields (ø and

Ø meson fields). It would seem reasonable then that a first step in modeling the

EMC effect would be to take a successful nucleon model, namely the MIT bag, then

introduce background scalar and vector potentials into the model, as lyl/e did in the

final section of Chapter Five, and then attempt to calculate the quark distribution

functions in this augmented nucleon model. This approach will consider the effects

of fields on a static nucleon, and so neglect Fermi motion which is important for

æ ) 0.7. An extension of this approach to modelling the EMC effect would be to

do a convolution of the structure function of a nucleon in a nucleus and to add in

Fermi motion in a similar manner to the 'off shell' model [DT 86,Dunne 86].

There is an immediate problem as, except at very low r where the distance

travelled by the struck quark can be larger than typical nuclear diameters, the

struck quark has to travel in the nucleus, and can be affected by the background

fields. In particular the struck quark will not necessarily travel along the light-cone.

In the case of the scalar potential Vs there will be corrections of order Vå lQ' which
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arise in the same manner as quark mass corrections to DIS discussed in Chapter

Two. This effect can be quite large at the low values of Q2 appropriate to our

DIS calculations using the bag model. In the case of a vector potential with time

component V6, effects of the order Voleo may be present, where es is the ground state

energy eigenvalue. However we should also keep in mind that we are trying to model

QCD, which means that we should keep using the idea of asymptotic freedom. Thus,

in the first instance, these calculations are made using the free quark propagator (as

earlier) without any corrections introduced by the background fields. However we

should keep in mind the approximation made, and in the future attempt to look at

the corrections to the propagator.

In this work we take small values of. Vs and 7s, typically less than one tenth

of the quark eigenenergy. Using the cavity eigenfunctions eqns. (5.87-93) in the

distribution calculations eqns. (6.76, 6.81) we can then obtain the quark distribution

functions for a cavity in the presence of background fi.elds. Now in nuclear physics

the mean scalar and vector fields have strengths that are typically of the order of

hundreds of MeV. However the potential felt by the quarks is given in terms of the

quark-meson couplings as weli as the mean f.eld strengths [Gui 88]

V5 : lqoo1 Vs: lquu1 (7.10)

so I/s and % wilt be small as long as the quark-meson coupling constants goo and

gqu ãre also small.

In Figs. 7.5-7.7 we compare the valence and sea quark distribution functions

of the 'free' cavity, without any background fields, with those of a cavity in some
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background field(s) (weak potential). The potentials are given in units of I f l, where

2/ is the length of the static cavity, so V : n/50 corresponds to a potential of

- 15 MeV. We see that at low ¿ the difference brought about by the presence

of the background fletd can be quite large, on the order of l0%. The scalar field

enhances both the valence and sea distribution functions at low ø, and also slightly

(few %) at medium r (see Fig. 7.5). Around ø : 0.3 the scalar field slightly depletes

the distribution functions. The vector potential appears to have the opposite effect

to the scalar potential, depleting both the distribution functions at low and medium

r (see Fig. 7.6). In both cases the potentials have little effect at high r, and we

would be most surprised to see any EMC-type effects there. Fig. 7.7 shows the effect

on the distribution functions of having both scalar and vector potentials, giving an

overall binding of the nucleon of a few MeV. The results qualitatively mimic the

effect of a scalar potential on its own. We note that the magnitude of the changes

in the structure functions apppears to increase with the size of the potentials (for

small potentials).

In Fig. 7.8 we plot the ratio of Fr(*) calculated for the cavity in the presence

of background scalar and vector potentials divided by F2(x) calculated for the free

cavity. The ratio is only plotted over the range 0 ( ø < 0.6 as the zeroes in

the distribution functions beyond ø : 0.6 make the comparison of the structure

functions meaningless. We do see some structure in this ratio up to r : 0.6. At low

¿ the structure function is enhanced by the background fields - similar to the first

EMC results. In the region 0.2 < ø < 0.3 the ratio dips slightly below unity, but
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then it rises again, contrary to the experimental data. This is not a Fermi motion

effect as there is no Fermi motion of the nucleon in this model. Even though we do

not reproduce the experimental data on the EMC effect very well, it is encouraging

to see that small background potentials can produce an effect on the cavity structure

functions that is of the same order as the EMC effect. It is also encouraging to see

some structure in our 'EMC' ratio, which gives us hope of further improvement in

our results.

7.4 Lengthening the CavitY

In Chapter Three we examined the CRRJ hypothesis that an increase in the charac-

teristic length scale of nucleons in nuclei could lead to a QCD rescaling that would

explain the EMC effect. In this section we will examine the effect that stretching or

lengthening the cavity has on the quark distribution function we have calculated.

We can lengthen the cavity by relaxing the non-linear boundary condition that

constrains the bag constant B. The mass of the cavity state is determined by

Mt :28t2 +ÐU (7.11)

where E¿ areth" 
"o".gies 

of the quarks in the cavity. Now we require that M be

constant, and we know that the energy eigenvalues muitiplied by / are constant, so

we can see that a change in .B brings about an inverse change in /, that is B/ is

constant also.

In Fig. 7.9 we compare the quark distribution functions for a cavity stretched by

10% with those of the unmodified cavity. The distributions from the streiched cavity
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are slightly sharper than those of the unmodifi.ed cavity. This is to be expected on

general grounds IBT 87bj. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle tells us that in the

larger cavity the spread in momentum of the quarks is less than in the usual size

cavity. As r is the proportion of the plus component of the momentum of the cavity

that is carried. by the struck quark we should expect the distributions in s of the

larger cavity to be sharper than those of the unstretched cavity.

In Fig. 7.10 we calculate the 'EMC' ratio of the structure functions in the

stretched and unstretched cavities. We see that at low r the ratio is below unity,

but then rises above unity for 0.2 < r < 0.3, and then falls again, getting below one

half as ø nears 0.6. This behavior is qualitatively not unlike the experimental data

on the EMC effect, and again the presence of some structure in our results is most

encouraging.

We note the similarity between Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.6 which compared the usual

quark distribution functions with those of a cavity in a background vector potential.

We may also note that in the presence of the vector potential the bag constant

B decreases while the mass M of. the cavity remains constant. This implies that

the length scale B-1 of the cavity vacuum has increased. So a background vector

potential may have similar effects on the cavity as a deliberate lengthening. This

means it would be very difrcult to separate the effects of a change in length scale of

a nucleon in a nucleus from the effects of the nuclear vector field on the nucleon. On

the other hand we could argue that the nuclear vector field produces a change in the

length scale of a nucleon in a nucleus, which leads to the changes in nucleon structure
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functions that we have calculated at some low value of Q'. Then via the QCD

evolution equations we obtain the EMC effect at high values of 8' in accordance

with rescaling. We can also note that the presence of the nuclear scalar field has

the opposite effect on the cavity, that is BIM increases, leading to a shortening of

the cavity, and a widening of the distribution functions as seen in Figs. 7.5 and 7.7.

However it is not beyond belief that the right combination of % and I/s along with

rescaling could reproduce well the experimental data on the EMC effect.

7.5 Analysis of the Moments of the Distribution
F\rnctions

'We have repeatedly stated throughout the last two chapters of this thesis that the

quark distribution functions we have been caiculating are the twist two matrix ele-

ments for deep inelastic scattering calculated at some low value of the momentum

transfer Q'. W. would not expect to see these distributions experimentally, because

a,s 82 becomes smaller, higher twist effects become more predominant in the exper-

imentally measured structure functions. However we would hope that if we were to

evolve our calculated distributions to some high value of Q2 using the QCD evolu-

tion equations of Chapter Two, we would obtain distributions somewhat like those

seen experimentally. The major proviso in this is that leading order QCD remains

valid for Iow Q2 , which has not yet been established (although we are on less shaky

ground in examining non-singlet rather than singlet moments IPR S1]).

The necessary first step is to determine the value of Q' at which our twist two

calculations are valid. Following Jaffe and Ross UR 80] we shall cail this value of
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0.38 + 0.07
0.097 + 0.004

0.0386 + 0.0014
0.0184 + 0.0004
0.0097 + 0.0002
0.0055 + 0.0002

0.0035 + 0.0001

3.0
0.85
0.3i
0.13

0.059

0.028
0.014

0.0078

3.0
0.86
0.31

0.13
0.056
0.026
0.013

0.0068

1

2

3

4
5

t)

I

8

M¿?,@,)u!?lu'e¡u[?,0,,,)n

Table 7.1: The moments of. rF3 determined using the bag distribution functions and

experimentally.

the momentum transfer ¡;fr. In order to find ¡.lfi using QCD perturbation theory,

we need. to calculate the moments of the non-singlet structure function xF(N(x)

using our quark distributions and compare these moments with those determined

experimentally. In Table 7.1 we list the bag model predictions for the moments

of nF3,, lW!Ì"0t2) with (d.enoted by an asterisk) and without magnetic (one giuon

exchange) effects, and the experimentally determined moments at Q2 - 13 GeV2,

M!3,@\ [PR 81]. The bag moments are normalized so that Mjf;"(p3) : 3, io

accordance with the Gross - Llewellyn-Smith sum rule (the difference between using

normalized and non-normalized moments is slight).

Now the moment evolution equation of QCD (eqn. (2.94)) gives us the relation-

ship (to leading order) between non-singlet moments evaluated at ¡.t2o and Q2:

M[?,@'): u!?,0'3) lnçq, ¡ tt ¡l
lt"@, ^\)

-l:i
(7.r2)

Now the ratios 8'lL" and p,2ol1t2 are independent of n, so rearranging eqn. (7.L2)

and taking logarithms leads to the relation
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j=ro luéÌrrp'")l : +," Irliilreìl (2 13)
¿tr| LM¿l'/"@\ ) d,tr¿ lMåi!(a') )

We can test eqn. (7.13) by plotting the logarithm of the r¿th non-singlet moment of

ø-F3 versus the logarithm of the rr¿th non-singlet moment. According to eqn. (7.13)

the data should be on a straight line of ,lop" df,||ld,W. In Fig.7.11 we have

reproduced the experimental results from the BEBC collaboration ILP 82,Bos* 78],

with our bag model predictions and lines with the slopes predicted by leading order

QCD (with four flavours). We see that our bag model predictions lie slightly to the

right of the data and the theoretical QCD line, and appear to be consistent with pfr

having a fairly low value.

From eqn. (7.13) we also have that the ratio

(7.r4)

should be ind.ependent of n, that is a plot 6¡ p(") versus n should be a straight

line of slope zero (higher order QCD predicts a line with a small positive slope). In

Fig.7.L2 the ratios Dfu) are plotted, and they are certainly not constant with n, in

fact they decrease with n.

It would appear then that analysis of the moments of our calculated distribution

functions is inappropriate. The reason for this is that moment analysis depends

very critically upon the large r behavior of our distributions, but this is the regime

where our approximation for the recoil state breaks down, as ryr/as pointed out in

the previous chapter. Hence we do not expect that the results of analyzing the

moments of the calculated distributions in two dimensions should be taken too
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seriously. It would certainly not make s ense for us to take the moments, evolve

them to large Q2, tben perform an inverse Mellin transform to obtain distribution

functions 'appropriate' to this large value of Q2.

To point this out, we may attempt to estimate the scale ¡t2o in a manner similar

to that of Jaffe and Ross IJR 80]. Leading order QCD gives the relation [PR 81]:

exp[-¿(")] : 1+ B@t"1'1lQ') (7.15)

where the B(') are determined by a fit to the high Q2 data. Using the third

moment oL xFs we obtain p3 :0.8 + 0.1 GeV2, but for n : 4,5,6 we obtain

pZ : I.I,1.8, 2.5 GeV2 respectively indicating that the unreliability of our distri-

butions at large æ leads to large unreliability in their moments. Looking again at

Table 7.1 and Fig. 7.11 rrr¡e see that our cavity approximation predictions for the

moments of. rFs fall too quickly with n, which leads us to the expectation that our

predicted moments might be good for small n, and that a value of. ¡,tzo x 0.8 Gev2,

is a good estimate of the scale appropriate for our bag and cavity calculations, in

accordance with our earlier expectations and the calculation of Jaffe and Ross.

7.6 Summary

In Chapters Six and Seven of this thesis we have presented a ne\M method of calculat-

ing the twist two matrix elements of DIS using the two-dimensional MlT bag model.

We have then used this method to examine the flavour symmetry-breaking effects

introduced by the hyperfine one gluon interaction in the proton. We also examined

the EMC effect, looking at the changes in quark distribution functions that the
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background nuclear fi.elds can induce, and also changes induced by changing the nu-

cleon length scale (tì /ø CRRJ ICJRR S5]). In both cases we found effects similar in

magnitude to the EMC effect, though not necessarily reproducing the r-dependence

of the EMC effect. \Me also noted that in the bag model changes in length scale and

changes in the background scalar and vector potentials were intimately related.

It was unfortunate that we could not determine the momentum transfer scale

appropriate to our calculations, though this failure probably comes from uncertain-

ties in the distribution functions at high z, which become magnified when moments

of the distributions are taken, and also from the breakdown of our model for the

intermediate state at high ¿. However we persist in our belief that the calculated

distribution functions are appropriate to a low value of Q2 , probably in the region

of 0.8 Gev2, as was determined by Jaffe and Ross for the ,Ls Approximation.

Our method of calculation is generalizable to four dimensions [BST 88], though

the calculations of the quark overlap functions are somewhat tedious. However the

slightly different wave functions, plus (more importantly) the presence of transverse

components of quark momenta in the four dimensional model should do away with

the unphysical zeroes at high r that appeil in the calculations in two dimensions.

The use of the four dimensionai model may well enable us to estimate better the

appropriate momentum scale for the calculations, and hopefully fine tune our cal-

culations with regard to possible causes of the EMC effect. Also we would be able

to introduce spin into our calculations and examine the important spin structure

functions and asymmetries [ST 88a]. However the basis for this future work will be
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the methods developed and presented in this thesis
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We examine the experimental constraints on the size ofa possible non-perturbative component ofthe strange-quârk sea in the

nucleon. It is found to be consistent with theoretical expectations \ilithin errors which are quite large and should be reduced'

One of the most comforting confirmations of the
predictions of QCD is the observation of logarithmic
scaling violations in the structure functions meas-

ured by deep inelastic scattering (DIS) t I l. In par-

ticular, there can be no doubt that an increasing

fraction of the sea-quark distribution is generated

perturbatively as Q2 rises [ 1,2]. Nevertheless' it has

long been recognised that some fraction of the sea

may be associated with non-perturbative processes -
like the pion cloud of the nucleon (itself necessary

to ensure chiral symmetry). This component was first
calculated by Sullivan as long ago as 1972 [ 3] ' More

recently, with the advent of modern data (particu-

larly from neutrino experiments) [4], it has proven
possible to put limits on the size of this pionic con-

tribution - and indirectly on the quark confinement
radius [ 5 ]. This question has become even more

topical since the discovery of the EMC effect [6,7].
Amongst the multitude of explanations put forward,

one of the least exotic involves possible enhance-

ment of the virtual pion field of the nucleus (beyond

that of a collection of free nucleons) [8-10]'
It is our purpose to describe the extensions ofthis

work to the strange sea of the nucleon [s(x) and

s(x)L and to investigate the limits which recent data

place on it. We shall see that a dramatic difference

in shape is predicted for the non-perturbative com-

ponents of s(x) and s-(x). For reasonable ÀNK (and

tNK) form-factors (i.e., of similar range to the

nucleon axial form-factor), the predictions are con-

sistent with data: within its very large errors. With

0370-2693/87/$ 03.50 @ Elsevier Science Publishers B.V
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division )

a not unreasonable improvement in precision the

theory could be severely tested.

The mechanism which we have calculated is shown

in fig. L For the final hyperon we include only the

Â and !. As already pointed out in the plonic case,

the contribution from excited baryon [esonances

would be restricted to small x, where the assumption

of incoherence eventually breaks down. By analogy

with Sullivan the amplitude for fig. la is written as

Ap:Ruxuor\i"'l (xlujlK(k)) , (l)- K'-mk
where k is the four-momentum of the çxchanged
meson, u and u the appropriate Dirac spirìors, X the

debris of the struck kaon, and gg¡¡1 (H:À or I ) the

appropriate coupling constant. Ifwe now square the

amplitude, sum over all hnal states and average over

initial spins we hnd

I 8

xa/ H

N N

(a) (b)

Fig. l. Non-perturbative contributions to the strange sea oflhe
nucleon. (a) The incoming photon is abosrbed by a riirtual kaon.

(b) The incoming photon is absorbed by a virtual hyPeron.

K
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2m* dWfrf
dk2 dx'

x Sirr Tr[(1, -l m¡.)y 5(þ )- ma)y sl
x'2 4t (k'-mI)=

x(n-'Im Cfl) ,

where

n-tImCti{

: I <rcf ¿) l,r"(0) lx) (xU'(0) lK(k) )

(2)

xå(a)(q*kip*). (3)

In eqs. (2) and (3) :c (:r') is the Bjorken variable
appropriate to the lepton-nucleon (lepton-kaon col-
lision) - x:l/a in the notation of ref. [3 ] .

The spin trace is easily shown to be k2-(m,
-mN)2. We also recognise the expression in eq. (3)
as the structure function of the (off-shell) kaon.
Given the experimental observation that the pion and
kaon structure functions are equal within experi-
mental errors I I 1] we shall use the (better deter-
mined) pion structure function for Im C( tl2l.
Finally, we neglect the possible dependence of lm Ct,,
on the invariant mass of the kaon - an approxima-
tion that deselves further work in another context
too [13]. With this approximation we hnd the fol-
lowing result for ôFrr(x, Q2), which is the contri-
bution to the structure function ofthe nucleon from
the process shown in fig. la:

I

fôF:*(x.0'): )dyf(y)FrK6/y,Q'), (4)

where 

I

f(y):y,¿,f',#
- ¡2x l¿¡!ÌJ!t!ÐlF,(t). (5)J (r+mi),

t .0. f rl we have as usual sef t: -k2(>0), .f-(t)
is the high-momentum cut-off (or form-factor) at the
HNK vertex, and /-,n is the minimum value of - k2

4 June I 987

for thc process shown in hg. la at this value of y
(y-- xlx'):

t^¡^:yfm2¡1-0-ù mKl/\-Ð . (6)

For the coupling constants we use g!¡y/4n:3.J and
g2n**/4n:13.7 t6l. As in earlier work we take the
form-factor to have a simple analytic form moti-
vated by the cloudy bag model t lal (in whieh R ha,s

the interpretation of a bag radius):

F(/):exp[ -0.106mIR2(t+m*)2 tm2*] . (7)

The factor/1, is an isospin factor, which is 3 for H:I
and 1 for H:À.

Actually the kaon case is different from the pion,
because the electromagnetic structure functions of
K+ and Ko are different, whereas those of the ¡ro and
n * should be the same. This would lead to different
values of /1,. However, our interest is not so much
in the contribution of f,rg. 1a to the electromagnetic
structure function of the proton (which would be ver.r
small), but rather in the non-perturbative, anti-
strange sea, SIP(x), which it generates.

In terms of fhe f(y) already dehned, and given that
both K0 and K+ contain one valence anti-strange
quark (so that the values of/1, given are appropri-
ate) we find

I

t
xflP(n. Q')= J dyf(y)(x/y)s*(x/y, e\. (8)

\

It is less obvious how to calculate the non-pertur-
bative, strange sea, slI'. The simplest idea, suggested
by Berger, Coester and collaborators in the pionic
case I i û j is simpiy to evaiuate fig. i b using the same

"f(y) . In our case the source of the strange sea of the
proton is therefore pr.imarily the valence strange
quarks in the recoiling Â or I. Since we know no bet-
ter, we take the valence distribution of the 

^ 
and t

to be of the form s¡1 (x):Àf,x t,r(l_ x), - as for
valence u-quarks in the proton. Small variations in
the exponents would change none of our conclu-
sions. Our hnal expression for s)"(x, er) is then:

Lr
I

xslP(x, Q'): J dyf(y)lx/(t -y)l

XsH()r/(l -r¡, O'1. (9)
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The first, dramatic result of this calculation is that

slo(x) and slP(x) have quite different shapes'

Wh"r.ut sNP has a very similar shape to the usual

parameterisations of sea-quark distributions, which

die out beyond x-
of its origins in th
I hyperon.tNP ext

also carries more
R:0.8 fm in eq. (7), the fraction of the nucleon's

momentum carried by non-perturbative strange

quarks is .S:0.52010, while S:0.280/o' y¿¡1¡ ¡:0'6
and 1.0 fm the results ate (1.4o/o, l '00/o) and (0' 180/0,

0.080/o), respectively' This may be compared with the

data of CDHS group (a1' Q2 x 5 GeV2),rrhich found

(Ú+Ð+25):7 +0.50/0 and 2Sl( Ú+Ð):52*9o/o'
If, as assumed in almost all phenomenology, one sets

S-S ttris implies S:1.2!0.2o/o, which clearly

restricts the allowed values of R.

A more thorough analysis of the data requires more

001020304050ó
X

ig. 2. The non-perturbative contribution to ts-(x) for two bag

rdii compared with the experimental determination of xs(x)

dot-dash line).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of xsN''(x) between this calculation and experiment' (a) For bag radius R:0'6 fm the calculated non-perturbative

contributionislargerthanexperimentallows. (b) ForUugra¿ii-lRS0.sfmthereisreasonableagreementbetweenthiscalculationand

¡5NP(¡):R=0ófm

(q)

"DATA" : R=0.60 fm

(b)

"DATA":R=0Ifm

*.He1¡¡: R=09 frn

¡5re(¡) :R=10

experiment.
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effort - including a proper consideration ofthe errors
involved. Most of the relevant data has come from
di-muon (p*p ) coincidence measurements taken
by CDHS. According to the usual quark_proton
model and Cabibbo theory, the (v, V) dimuon cross
sections for an isoscalar target are [ 1,4]

do"
; ccsin2á. Ixu(x\ + xd(x)l
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Clearly we would be delighted to have better data. In
order to obtain it the worst errors to be overcome are
theerrorof 70loon Q, (=ù+Ð+ZS¡,andof l7o/oon
23/(ù+Ð.
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Since cos2d"> sin2g. the V data gives a good deter_
mination of ;rs(x). This is compared with our cal_
culated, non-pefurbative contribution in fig. 2.
Clearly the shapes agree and the magnitucle of the
non-perturbative contribution is less than the total
observed for reasonable values of R.

Unfortunately the situation for s(x) is not so sim_
ple. The iou(x) and
d(x) ine lue of sin2d"
so that s( large errors.
We have used the parameterisations of Buras and
Gaemers between 5 and l0 GeV2 to extract xs(x)
from the CDHS data. If we assume the perturbative
components of s(x) and s-(x) are identical we can
then extract the experimental non-perturbative piece
of xs(-rr) by subtracting Ixs-(x) -xJNt'(x)] from the
data for xs(x). This is compared with our calcula_
t:- - a Nlt/ \ .llons ior xs'-' (x) rn Íig. 3.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Historically the bag nodel ln Èwo spaceti¡e dimensions has been inportanc in discussion of
Èhe deep inelastic nucleon sÈructure functions. (Jaffe 1975, BeII and Hey 1978, Jaffe
19Ef). In Eso dinensions the light core nåÈule of deep lnelasÈlc processes is apparent,
and the existence of sinple vave fu¡rctions in Èhe bag enables one to explicltly calculate
strucÈure fr¡nctions. This progru is not vithout its probleos. In particular the cavity
approxinacion to che bag nodel, vhich ls frequencly u5ed, badLy violates translation
invariance. this leads to support fo¡ the "i.t"ct"i"t ctLons-fn the non-physical regÍon
x ) l, ¡àere x is the BJorken scallng variåble. To owelcone Èhis probleo one night atteûpÈ
to lesEore transLation invariance uslnt the PeierLs-Yoccoz projection (Peterls and Yoccoz
1957). AlteroåÈively one nlghc explicicly ensure Eonentuu conservation throughout the
scatEerint Proccss. ln thfs paper we apply both of these treÈhods and conpare the resulÈing
sÈrucÈure functions snd their support,

2. BASIC THEORY

To leatling order in Q2, the structure functlon of a quêrk, flavour a, in a target ac resÈ
is tiven by (Jaffe 1985):

r"(x) -f " Jue- "iq*€-. p r ìr:* (€-) És+(0) r o t. le* - o (2.r)
¡tle¡e ve hase ignored the quark's charge end vhe¡e ue have used ligbt cone co-ordinaÈes

tol¡ra--(aì!a-)/2'and

ú*-L(r+o)ú " . ILÎJ
(2.2)

_2
x - q /2 p.q (2.3)

sich q'- - xp'in the BjorkenJ-iEir (e¿ - -, q- - -), and !l rhe Dass of rhe rarger. IJe
use the nor-alization < p, I p > - 2t6(p-p,). The subscript c denotes that only connecÈed
diesrâi.s a:e includcd. Note tirat Èhis sE.rucÈure fmcÈion does not include any anci-quark
contri-ouÈions as se Eill be considering onl;* ÈårgeÈ staÈes consisÈint of valence quarks.
l¡-e nor inse¡: a conpìète set of ståtes beiseen rhe quark field operaÈors in eq- (2.1), and
t;ansla--e i- ieþendence out of f]*. Incegrating over {-now gives

r (x)-Ë tó (p+-tp*-r*) l<n I r..* I r- l? (2.¿)" J7 I
çhich is fmiliar fron che parÈon Eodel.

Nos ue turn co Èhe description of the Èartet
of length 2l cenrered tn lfght-core cæo-or

r \- t-úa(ç"ç)---È- Lo,."l"'!¡: u)0 lt-
t_

(2'6)
The nass of the caviry plus quarks is glven by rhe rclatlon

f.üJ-J2r ln"(r+\) (2.7)

ufche-r(nr+h)/t
and colour is suppressed

¡
vhere N is the nube¡ of quarks in rle nth ¡ode.

D

Taking the double Fourier transfo¡o of ¡l(x+, x-) gives the Eonentw space represenÈaÈion oi
the operaÈor.
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(2.e1

(3.1

a

In the following sections se wiLL co¡rsider scatterint f¡ou a cavlty aÈ rest populaced by
three valence qwrks i.n the grorurd (u - 0) state yith separable wave functfons.

3. PEIERTS-YOSCOZ PROJECTION

The Peierls-Yoccoz plojection approxiuaÈes a trarclatlon lnvariant Eorentu eigensÈaÈe bv:
weighted integrâl over caviÈy statès in all positions (lJong 1981)

-' fIp>-tc(o)l'l¿€"-ipeIB(€)> (3.0.
J

ln one space dj.nension uhere I B(€) > is a cavity centered at € and C(p) fs lhe Fourier
transform of the Hill-lJheeler overlap function (Hill. and lll¡eeler 1953) denoted by I"(€) fo:
rn independent quarks-

Ule nos puÈ this sÈate into equ. (2.I) for the quark strucÈure fmction and for a quark in
the groud staÈe ue obtain

fâ(x) -

uhere E(f ) is a lighc-cone corlelatlon functfon glven fn cerns of Hlll-l{heeler
owerlap funcÈions

E(f) - l é, (n - o) l-2 J dç- 12 (ç-) r, (i- - e) (3.2

The cùo factors in the integral of equ- (3.3) coue fron the requirenent lhaÈ the cuo
specÈätor quarks and che sEruck quark are all. for¡nd in both the lnfcial and final staEe of
the virtual Conpton process-

JZ
ôr Ja6- 

.-i(*n*- .o)e- E(€-)



After doing Èhe intÊg¡¿Èlon3 Ln .qus (3.3) and (3.2) ve ¡:riwe
(

{z1z * p*^r - r;lr-': fr *Ir.

Yli:l i:-:!:"r in flg. 1. rhe reru ouÈstde rhe braces {s -.he sane as obcalned by Jaffe(Jaffe 1975) and by Bel_l an! He1 (Bell and Hey 1978). The reru in the braces dmps rhestrucÈure funcÈlon for X > r and arrses fron the psierrs-Toccot frojectton and orurequirenenÈs Èhat the Euo sp€ctrÈoEs be formd ln both chc i.niriai aia ttnal sÈaÈes. uefind thaÈ the ratlo

çhich shovs -.Ì¡at stl the uouenÈr¡& fs carried by che quark ficLds, es è\Fe!-rG{ f:oe thecavirl'approxi-¡ation- Ît¡e first su rule shouLa give uiÈy, but is ress ctr,, o." u""lr."se.havt ignored an)'contribuÈfons froo nêgaÈive x- the conEri.bucions fro¿,r.. i.gi."-i-. o

flil.Ob..""." 
the struck qurk is in a bound sysÈeE and hes a uall probabilitt ..f haÌing

{ . STRI}CTTJRE FI'NCTION IJITH IIOI{EI{TI'I{ CONSERVATION ENTI]RCEI)

lJe noced rbor- th¡t urphysical. concrfbutions co the sÈructu¡c fr¡¡rction f¡(x) |.uórrblÌ.beyond x - l) ¡rise rf the specÈator qu¡rks do noÈ fon an orn.ss-sh"rr'"t..i."-;;'-:."
:||:ï:ri:'":::::îr"9.'-minlng 

the fnter¡edlate statôs | " ;-i; .r. tt.t' '"¡ 'ppìiï"s
As I n > is foroed by Èhe ¡e¡oval of a qurk_rith phs cuponent of urrnc¡1¡q ¡p+fron the stètù I P >, consewation of Èuo-EorenÈE ilpries drat the prus corpo.ont "fnomentu-of the srate I n >, n* is equal to (l-x)p.. Also for the st¿ce I n ) t.r be on_uass-shell r'* r*c be greater than oi equar Èo zero. rt¡€se ÈÌo consÈraints o. ¡ . >.irprychat Èhe onlv posslble velues ÈhaÈ *... t"k. are Ehe physical values o s x s l. To ! flrsÈapproxination L'e ray treåc I n > as a sÈate Eade of tuo iuarks boch on Èhe nass shell ulthwavefuncrion-s ¡hich are the projectfons of eq. (2.9) onto f.". 

"pi.r.ro.=,

fr(x)o pl+

f (x)

+ 12 x p+t + r/2)-2 12xp+t-3¡.zt\-?

at the result
cos (2 ¡ p+1¡

2xp+t-n¡2

cosl2 x o+t\1- l- rÌ

I
dxf

â
o

0.25

(x) /

ùt f"(x) : 0.92

3 dxxf"(x)-0.92

0.50

2xp+2+r¡2

- - - Covity opproximolion

- 
Peierls-Yoccoz correclion
to covity opprox¡molion

0.75 1.00 1.25

p+) - 2' f or,. ,<n- *

-2"I
n>0

dx fa(x) ì 99.51

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)

o

r¡hich ls an luproweoenÈ on Èhe varue of - 92r obtained by Jaffe (Jaffe 1975). ïhe fecrthaÈ f¡ (x) ; 0 for x > I arises beceuse we do not ensu¡L that Èhe specÈâtors for¡ an on-nass-shell scåte after the struck quark ls leBoved. lle cm exaDine the nwbe¡ and nonentusun rules. lle flnd
l"te- + E)

D. J;
sin 11p+- Er)r)

{n*-gtr
P- Un

o

br"6 (p +p' - Er) dr(n') (c z.)

(4. r)

(4.4)

and

llhere che u¡ are tvo-couPonenÈ spÍnors- this approxination notlects on-sheLl inÈernedlstesÈåres vhere one spectetor qurk has pr < 0 i.e. ue have rrcgLected bindlng in theinternediare sÈate aDd tr,eaÈêd the sp;cÈaÈor quarks as "quail_free"The strucrue fmctlor¡ eq. (2.5) mey nou be wiiccen

j ¡ {t_x)n+ |. {r_*)n*_ef ¡t"(x) -¡i I io,"* (*p*) t2 
.J . 

dqï 
.J :-;' I 

r ã.<rî> ¡2 ¡ ìo<rlr t2

:x ó ((l-x)p+*l - .ill (4.3)
)uhere 

-q: and q' are Èhe nonenta of the Èso specÈaÈor quarks and the delta function ensuresÈhaÈ Ehe ÈÌo spectators conserve EonenÈur. Subscituting ln the vave functions (2.10) and(4.2) and usi:ng the delta functlon to eveluate one intelral gives:

1Ê
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x) -17

[,r ]3t]r'z
sIn + t-
lxp+t - r72¡

x

dxfix)-0-6ì

"ir,2q1l-*¡p+r - nl r,7z¡
((t-x)p+r -tlt-n¡z¡z

(t-x)p

o

)l

uhich is shorn in fig. 2.

As uith the Peierls-Yæcoz projection, se obcain Èhe seDe structure function as Jaffe,nodified by a ten vhich da¡Ps the conÈributions ac large x and sifcs shifts che sE.rucÈurrfuncÈIon to loBer x. ln Èhis case the cont¡ibutions foi x > I aisappear as a consequerìceof nonentu conse¡wation. If we exanine the su rul,es agaln 
"" tinà,

t, 5)

Figure I

The quark sEruccure f,uncÈion f(x) of a b¿g containing Èhree valencequarks for Èhe cavit.y spproximscion anC fãr che cã\,ity uith thePeierls-Yocco: correÈEi.on eq. (l -A) .
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Figure 2

The quark structure function f(x) of a bag conteining three valence
quarks for the Lo approxt¡atlon and for the cavlÈ.v aproxioation wiÈh
the correction for Eonentun conservaÈion eq. (ô.4).

.1
I3 | d:r x f"(x) - 0.87 (4.6)
I

which agaJ.n lndicstes thac eII tl¡e-nSnentun of the cavity eppears to be carried by the
quark fieì.ds. the fflst lncegraÌ should be ntty if orrt-oo¡o"I1="tion ls "o.ttËE. ltre
difference gives an lndication that, by dropplng inter!€diatc states uiÈh one spectator
quark having pt < 0, we have substracted out about 10t of the posslble interoediaÈe sÈates,

5. DISCUSSION

lle have presenÈed two procedures for restorlng translation invariance to the caviÈy
approxi.nâtion in the conÈext of deep inel,astic scetterint. Both procedures yield
reasooable structure functions rhlch lnprove on earÌie¡ caviÈy approxÍEation calculations
(Jaffe 1975). IIe nay also coupare our results r¡ltl¡ tÌ¡ose of the transl,atton invariant 'Lo
approx'l'aÈion' (Jaffe and Ross 1980, Jaffe 1981), see flg. 2. ltre Lo approxination gives
stn:¡cÈu¡e ftrncÈions vith the correct supportr however at larte x the st¡r¡cÈure function has
ze¡oes ¡hich are not seen, no! expected, physically a¡¡d the sÈrr:rcÈure function diverges as
x * I rathe¡ than going to ze¡o.

In both of the procedures se have used, the spectåtor quarks have an iuportant role, in
liriÈing the Eonent|r of the struck quark. In conÈtast the specÈators are of no imporÈar¡ce
in the naive cavity or Lo approxiuations. The iuportance of the specÈaÈors cones froo the
ph¡rsicaì constraiDÈs o¡ the forsard vlttual CoEpton procèss¡ that the inÈe¡ilediate state be
on shell and that tle final steÈe ls foroed, and fron transl¡tion invariance (or ûoEentu
conservation) inpos¿d on the cavity.

It has been pointed ouÈ earller (Ttrous 1987, J¡ffc r¡rd Ross 1980) that qurrl rodels such
as the båg do noc reÀlly apply In the Bjorken lirit (Q: + o, v + o ) Hoçvcr lr ts
posculated that quark ¡odel aatrlx elêrcnts ¡re thosc of a full ficl.d throrr rcnor¡¡l,izad
8t a loE EænÈu scele. ThaÈ ls, se have calcul¡tcd the leaôing gùl,st tÞ prrt of che
structu¡e fuctlon aÈ a value of Q2 soueràaE less than I GeV¡, ¡hlch ls wll out of che
range of experiDenÈal data. Hosever ue coul,d cormocÈ ou¡'calcul¡tfons ulth oxpcrl,ocncs,
uhlch also Dêasure che leading trlst tso part of the stn¡cturo ¡t lartc Q!, by teklng
ooDrnEs of our dl.sÈrlbutl.ons and evolvlng to higþer Q2 uslng thG Altcr¡lll-E¡rtsf equaclons
(sec Blckcrstaff and Ît¡o¡as 1987, ànd Jaffe and Ross 1980 for detall.s).
In conclusioris, restorlnt trensletto¡¡ lnvarl.ance to the crvity or cnforclng ro¡.nÊì¡.ú
cons€rvatlon ln deep inelåstlc scettèr1ng Leads to strÌ¡ctl¡¡c fr¡¡rccf.ons ul,th good
quaì,itatlve propertlcs lncludlng tlle daupiry, and cven coaplcte su¡rpression, of the
unphysica), contlLbutlons for x > l.

This vork tas supported by the Comomealth Dêpartlent of Education ürd Yor¡th Aff¡lrs and
Èhe ARGS.
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